DOURO
REGION
The world's first
demarcated region.
World Heritage Site.
Wines with a face, wines with history,
wines with passion, conquered to the
shale mountain, ripped to a harsh
climate for generations of men and
women, that over the ages, learned
to extract from the land, true nectars;
these are the craftsmen who work
from sun to sun, vine to the cup, that
will present you Douro and Port
wines of excellence, wines with soul!
Douro Demarcated Region
•Douro Region was created in 1756
•The world's first demarcated region
•250 000 hectares total
•45 726 ha vineyards
•39 111 farmers
•135 769 plots under vines

Wines with a face, wines with history, wines with passion,
conquered to the shale mountain, ripped to a harsh climate for
generations of men and women, that over the ages, learned to
extract from the land, true nectars; these are the craftsmen
who work from sun to sun, vine to the cup, that will present you
Douro and Port wines of excellence, wines with soul!
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Quinta da Rede Sociedade Agrícola Lda.
Rua Conselheiro José Maria Alpoim, nº166
5040- 324 Mesão Frio
Portugal
info@quintadarede.pt
Land line: +351 254 667 284
www.quintadarede.pt
Facebook:

www.facebook.com/Quinta-da-Rede-1629972117331795

1. QUINTA DA REDE
The historical records of Quinta da Rede estate originate from 1484, being part of the Douro
Wine Region even before the demarcation in 1756. Overlooking the river, the estate is on
the right bank of the Douro between the villages of Mesão Frio and Régua, with an altitude
between 90 to 140 meters. In the old times at one of narrowest points of the Douro valley,
grape growers spread large nets for fishing, linking the two banks of the river. This ancient
custom gave the name of Rede (net) to this place.
Quinta da Rede estate is in the area of Douro’s vineyard landscape, recognized by UNESCO
as World Heritage.
With the signature of one of the best winemakers of Portugal – Osvaldo Amado, our range of
Douro wines is acclaimed by wine critics world wide.
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QUINTA DA REDE GRAND RESERVE RED
Complete destemming, prolonged smooth skin maceration and
alcoholic fermentation at a temperature of 26ºC. Aged for 12 months in
new French oak barrels.With a clear aspect, this intense garnet with
violet tones wine, has a typical characteristics of the Douro terroir.
An explosions of ripe forest fruit on the palate. Complex, subtle toast,
chocolate and black flower petals. In the mouth, is soft, well-structured
with a good volume and ends with a long persistence.
Excellent to accompany marinated grilled red meats, game and well
structured cheeses.
Best served at: 16-18ºC.
Alcool: 14,5%
Total Acidity: 5,5 g/dm3
pH: 3,59
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca and Tinta Roriz.

QUINTA DA REDE GRAND RESERVE WHITE
Destemmed and cold skin maceration for 8 hours. Gentle pneumatic
pressing, alcoholic fermentation at 15ºC, with the final in new barrels
of french oak weakly toasted. «Batônnage» for 3 months in oak barrels
and 6 months in stainless steel vats. Intense citrine color with greenish
tones. Nose complex, exuberant and distinctive. Fruity taste, remarkable
mouth volume, elegant, well balanced and finishes with crispy freshness
that gives persistence and longevity. Goes well with spicy dellicateness,
stewed or grilled fish and white meats and soft cheeses.
Alcool: 13,5%
Total Acidity: 5,6 g/dm3
pH: 3,26
Wine Varieties: Arinto and Rabigato.

Notes:
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QUINTA DA REDE RESERVE RED
Full destemming followed by a prolonged smooth skin maceration.
Alcoholic fermentation in modern robotized stainless steel 'Lagars'
with temperature control around 26°C. Aging for 9 months in new
French oak barrels. Intense garnet color with violet tones. Nose with
subtle notes of chocolate, toast, dark rose petals, and distinct aromas
of matured forest fruits. Mature jammy fruit taste with a well-balanced
and structured mouth feel. Excellent with baked fish, grilled or
marinated meats, game and well-structured cheeses.
Alcohol: 13,5%
Total acidity 3,61 g/dm3
PH: 3.60
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca and Tinta Roriz .

QUINTA DA REDE RESERVE WHITE
Manual selection of grapes on the sorting table before entering the
cellar. Soft pneumatic pressing followed by fermentation in stainless
steel vats for 3 weeks at 15°C. Finished alcoholic fermentation in
French oak barrels: 20% new, 80% used. Aged during 6 months in
barrels with a weekly "battônage". With a clear aspect, this wine has
a citrine colour with greenish tones and a high aromatic complexity.
Good balance between the toast of the new French oak barrels and
the its tropical aromas. White flower and citrus nuances. To the palate,
is fruity, fresh, pleasant volume. Excellent as an aperitif or to accompany
delicacies based on fish, seafood and grilled white meats or stews.
Best served at: 8ºC.
Alcohol: 13%
Total acidity 4,8 g/dm3
PH: 4,41
Wine Varieties: Arinto, Viosinho and Gouveio.

Notes:
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REDE RESERVE RED
Total destemming, prolonged but gentle skin maceration with
alcoholic fermentation at a temperature of 26°C. Part of this lot
aged for 6 months in French Oak barrels. With a clear aspect, this
wine has an intense ruby colour with violet tones, a bouquet full
of jammy red and wild forest fruits with nuances of dried fruits. To
the palate is fruity, harmonious, well structured, elegant and with
a long finish. Best served with grilled or marinated red meats, game
and structured cheeses.
Best served at: 17ºC.
Alcohol: 13,5%
Total acidity: 5,4 g/dm3
PH: 3.58
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca and Tinta Roriz.

REDE RESERVE WHITE
Complete destemming, soft and delicate pneumatic pressing in an
inert atmosphere. Alcoholic fermentation at a temperature of 15°C.
2 months in bottle. Clear aspect and well defined citrine colour with
greenish tones. It has an exuberant exotic/tropical fruit, where mango
and papaya stand out. Citrus, slight vanilla and floral nuances. As for
the taste, is fruity, fresh, balanced with a persistent finish.
Excellent as an appetizer or to accompany light charcuterie, seafood,
grilled white meats and soft cheeses.
Best served at: 8ºC.
Alcohol: 13% Vol.
Total Acidity: 4,9 g/dm3
pH: 3,54
Wine Varieties: Arinto, Viosinho and Gouveio.

Notes:
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REDE HARVEST RED
Total destemming, prolonged but gentle skin maceration and
alcoholic fermentation at a temperature of 26°C. A small part of the
lot was aged in French Oak during 4 months. Clear aspect and an
intense ruby colour with violet tones, with a lively and intense red
fruits aroma. Young and fresh with spicey notes. Intense fruited,
in the mouth, balanced with a touch of vanilla from aging in barrel.
Elegant and persistent.
Excellent to accompany meat dishes, game or cheeses.
Best served at: 17ºC.
Alcohol: 13,5%
Total acidity: 5,4 g/dm3
PH: 3.58
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca and Tinta Roriz.

REDE RESERVE WHITE
Complete destemming, soft and delicate pneumatic pressing in an
inert atmosphere. Alcoholic fermentation at a temperature of 15°C.
2 months in bottle. Clear aspect and well defined citrine colour with
greenish tones. It has an exuberant exotic/tropical fruit, where mango
and papaya stand out. Citrus, slight vanilla and floral nuances. As for
the taste, is fruity, fresh, balanced with a persistent finish.
Excellent as an appetizer or to accompany light charcuterie, seafood,
grilled white meats and soft cheeses.
Best served at: 8ºC.
Alcohol: 13% Vol.
Total Acidity: 4,9 g/dm3
pH: 3,54
Wine Varieties: Arinto, Viosinho and Gouveio.

Notes:
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REDE HARVEST WHITE
With a clear aspect and a pale yellow color, this wine has an atractive
and sweet aroma to nectarines, white plums and apricots combined
with green currant and subtle floral notes with a "juicy" sensation of
freshly squeezed fruit. Balanced by freshness, fruit, density and
concentration, good complexity. Total destemming, soft and delicate
pneumatic pressing in an inert atmosphere, followed by fermentation
in stainless steel vats for 3 weeks at low temperature (13ºC).
Excellent as an appetizer or to accompany starters and seafood.
Best served at: 8ºC.
Alcohol: 13% Vol.
Total Acidity: 5,2 g/dm3
pH: 3,47
Wine Varieties: Arinto, Gouveio and Viosinho.

REDE HARVEST ROSÉ
Total destemming, pneumatic pressing. Smooth and delicate only
with 60% yield and alcoholic fermentation at 15°C. 2 months in bottle.
Crystal clear aspect with salmon color. Intense aroma to red fruits,
predominantly very ripe cherry, gooseberry and raspberry. Nuances
of Strawberry, cassis and ginger. As for the taste, has a delicated
structure, silky texture, harmonious, fresh, good complexity and a
good balance achieved by the combination of crunchy acidity with
fresh fruit and medium concentration, finishes elegant and fresh.
Excellent as an appetizer, it accompanies well dishes based on fish,
seafood, pizzas, pasta, grilled white meats and soft cheeses.
Best served at: 8ºC.
Alcohol: 12.5% Vol.
Total Acidity:5.07 g/dm3
pH: 3.38
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca and Tinta Roriz.

Notes:
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CASA DE CAMBRES RESERVE RED
Reception and destemming followed by a prolonged smooth skin
maceration. Alcoholic fermentation in stainless steel tank with a
controlled temperature of about 26°C. Part of the blend ages for
six months in French Oak Barrels. Limpid aspect, intense ruby color
with violet tones. Delicate aroma to bouquet full of jammy wild
forest fruits, beautiful hints of toast, chocolate and dried fruits.
Fruity taste, balanced, well structured, elegant with a persistent finish.
Best served paired with grilled or marinated red meats, game and
structured cheeses.
Best served at: 17ºC.
Alcool: 13,5% Vol.
Total Acidity: 5,4 g/dm3
pH: 3,58
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca and Tinta Roriz.

CASA DE CAMBRES RESERVE WHITE
Reception and destemming followed by a prolonged smooth skin
maceration. Alcoholic fermentation in stainless steel tank with a
controlled temperature of about 26°C. Maturated for 2 months in
a bottle. About 20% of blend part, ages in French Oak Barrels, after
maturation stays another 2 months in the bottle. Citrine colored wine,
with green hues and limpid aspect. Fruity aroma with exotic/tropical
notes, distinguishing the mango and papaya. Floral nuances of citrus
and slight vanilla. To the taste is fruity, fresh, balanced and remarkable
persistence. Best served paired fish dishes, white meats.
Best served at: 8ºC.
Alcool: 13% Vol.
Total Acidity: 3.3 g/dm3
pH: 3.32
Wine Varieties: Rabigato, Gouveio and Arinto.

Notes:
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CASA DE CAMBRES HARVEST RED DOC
Receptioned and destemmed. Prolonged and smooth skin maceration,
with alcoholic fermentation at 26ºC. A small percentage of the blend
ages during four months in French oak. With a Ruby color and limpid
aspect, this wine has an intense and vivid aroma to red fruits with
smooth tannins. To the palate is young and has a fresh taste with
spicy hints.
Best served paired with meat dishes, game and cheeses.
Alcool: 13% Vol.
Total Acidity: 5,1 g/dm3
pH: 3,68
Wine Varieties: Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz and Touriga Nacional.

CASA DE CAMBRES HARVEST WHITE DOC
Receptioned and destemmed followed by a prolonged smooth skin
maceration. Alcoholic fermentation in stainless steel tank with a
controlled temperature of about 26°C. Aging 2 months in bottle.
With a pale yellow color and limpid aspect, has a floral aroma
with some fruity notes. In terms of taste, is fresh and has a vivid
fruity and crispness. Excellent as an appetizer or pairing with
starters or seafood.
Alcool: 12.5% Vol.
Total Acidity: 5,2 g/dm3
pH: 3,47
Wine Varieties: Gouveio, Viosinho and Arinto.

Notes:
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Quinta dos Castelares,
Av. Guerra Junqueiro s/n
5180-104 Freixo de Espada a Cinta,
Portugal
geral@castelares.com
Land line: +351 279 653 392
www.castelares.com/pt
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/QuintaDosCastelares

2 . QUINTA DOS CASTELARES
The Quinta dos Castelares Estate is located in the Freixo de Espada à Cinta area, in
the Douro Superior, framed by the Natural Park. Our production methods seek to
preserve the ancestral farming techniques combined with the latest developments
in viticulture, leading to greater environmental sustainability and respect for the
nature. The low level of mechanization- where the grapes are picked by hand to small
boxes - and low yields per hectare are the best example of that. In the several
vineyards of the estate we seek to take advantage of the uniqueness of each location.
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QUINTA DOS CASTELARES GRAND RESERVE 2015
It’s a full bodied red wine with the ‘freixenista’ character of the
Douro Superior. Aroma to blackberry, hints of liquorice, spices,
violets, bergamot and rock rose, balanced with very elegant
notes from the barrel ageing. Very complex and elegant, with
very ripe, smooth and firm tannins, makes this wine long and
full with a fruity palate, promising an excellent ageing in the
bottle.
Perfect paired with game, roasted meats or intense cheeses.
Alcool: 14,5%
Total Acidity: 5,2 g/dm3
pH: 3,53
Wine Varieties: Tinta Roriz, Touriga Franca and Touriga Nacional.

QUINTA DOS CASTELARES RESERVE RED 2012
The Reserva Red of Quinta dos Castelares estate is a wine with
the 'freixenista' character of the Douro Sperior. This wine results
from Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca and Tinta Roriz grapes,
grown in low altitude vineyards, in the right bank of the Douro
river and higher altitude vineyards at 600m above sea level. This
wine shows the balance between the flavour intensity of ripe red
fruits and elegance given by the 12 month ageing in French and
American oak barrels.
Goes well with intense dishes of meat or cheese.
Alcohol: 14,5%
Total Acidity: 5,2 g/dm3
pH: 3,7
Wine Varieties: Tinta Roriz, Touriga Franca and Touriga Nacional.

Notes:
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QUINTA DOS CASTELARES RESERVE WHITE 2016
To create this wine we collect the white grapes in the old vines
of Quinta dos Castelares estate, located at the Freixo de Espada
à Cinta, Douro Superior sub-region at an average altitude of 550
meters. Stony schist soils, typical Douro terraced vineyards, facing
northeast. Intense and complex aroma of white fruits balanced by
the oak barrel ageing (French and American) with a mineral hint.
It has the ‘freixenista‘ character of the Douro Superior.
Try it pairing with fat fish, cod, with meats and cheese.
Alcohol: 13,5%
Total acidity 5,7 g/dm3
PH: 3.28
Wine Varieties: Códega do Larinho, Rabigato and Gouveio.

QUINTA DOS CASTELARES HARVEST RED 2015
It is a hot red wine with the “freixenista” character of the Douro
Superior. Aroma of ripe berries, with notes of rock rose and spices
and subtle floral hints. Very complex and elegant, with fine and
smooth tannins with good mouth volume, which makes it a food
wine.
Try it pairing with red meats, roasted meat, mediterranean traditional
sausages, game and intense cheeses.
Alcohol: 14%
Total acidity 4.8 g/dm3
PH: 3.57
Wine Varieties: Tinta Roriz, Touriga Franca and Touriga Nacional.

Notes:
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QUINTA DOS CASTELARES HARVEST WHITE 2016
It is a hot white wine with the “freixenista” character of the Douro
Superior. Aroma of ripe berries, with notes of rock rose and spices
and subtle floral hints. Very complex and elegant, with fine and
smooth tannins with good mouth volume, which makes it a food
wine.
Try it pairing with red meats, roasted meat, mediterranean
traditional sausages, game and intense cheeses.
Alcohol: 13%
Total acidity 5.7 g/dm3
PH: 3.17
Wine Varieties: Códega do Larinho, Rabigato and Gouveio.

QUINTA DOS CASTELARES HARVEST ROSÉ 2016
It has a fruity and fresh style, medium body, has a floral hint, very
elegant and gastronomic, with the ‘freixenist’ character of the
Douro Superior.
Try it as an appetizer or pairing with starters or light dishes.
Alcohol: 12,5%
Total acidity 6.45 g/dm3
PH: 3.12
Wine Varieties: 100% Touriga Nacional.

Notes:
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QUINTA DOS CASTELARES CÓDEGA DO LARINHO 2016
This wine shows the best of its complexity and balance between
citrus and floral aromas with laurel and mineral notes. Very fresh
flavour in the mouth with a delicious acidity, which reflects the
“terroir” of the grapes. Best march with fish and seafood.
Alcohol: 12%
Total acidity 5.8 g/dm3
PH: 3.12
Wine Varieties: 100% Códega do Larinho.

QUINTA DOS CASTELARES MOSCATEL GALEGO 2016
Intense and complex aroma of white fruits with a mineral hint.
It has the 'freixenista' character of the Douro Superior.
This wine is elegant and fruity, the perfect match with roasted
fish dishes.
Alcohol: 13,5%
Total acidity 5,9 g/dm3
PH: 3.24
Wine Varieties: 100% Moscatel Galego.

Notes:
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Quinta de Covelos, Canelas
5050-426 Peso da Régua
Portugal
geral@calheiroscruz.com
Land line: +351 254 900 200
www.calheiroscruz.com
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/calheiroscruz

4. CALHEIROS CRUZ
Back in 1982, José Carlos Calheiros Cruz, restarts the family tradition and builds a
modern winemaking center in Régua ( Douro region). In ´85, he starts to produce
bottled wine with the ambition to make his brand, a well known brand, all over the
world. In 2001, with the support of Anselmo Mendes, a renowned winemaker, his
work was recognized internationally, and the company was considered the “ Winery
of the Year” by the American magazine “ Wine&Spirits”.
With the death of its founder, Madalena Calheiros Cruz, his wife, took the leadership
of the company, continuing his values and purposes.
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CALHEIROS CRUZ RED 2014
With a ruby color, this youthful and aromatic wine, presents itself
with an elegant and intense yet complex taste.
Ideal to accompany red meats and roast fish.
Best served at: 18ºC.
Alcohol: 14%
Total Acidity: 5 g/L
PH: 3,58
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz and
Tinta Barroca.

CALHEIROS CRUZ RESERVE RED 2013
With a deep ruby color, this wine has an aroma to wild berries
and spices, in perfect harmony with the oak notes. To the palate
is structured with good tannins and has a long ending.
Ideal to go with red meats and cheeses.
Best served at: 18ºC.
Alcohol: 15,5%
Total Acidity: 5,16 g/L
PH: 3,56
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca and Tinta Roriz.

Notes:
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CALHEIROS CRUZ MADALENA SPECIAL RESERVE
2013
Produced with grapes from vineyards over a century-old, this
wine aged for 14 months in new French oak barrels, gainning
the right balance between the local grape varieties character
and the oak notes, delivering a complex wine with a persistent
finish and a seducing rich aroma to riped wild-berries and spices.
Alcohol: 15,5%
Total Acidity: 5,26 g/L
PH: 3,51
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca and Tinta Roriz.

CALHEIROS CRUZ WHITE 2016
This brilliant lemony-yellow colored wine, has a floral and mineral
aroma with a fresh and well-ballanced taste.
Ideal to accompany fish, seafoods and salads.
Best served at: 10ºC.
Alcohol: 13%
Total Acidity: 5,91 g/L
PH: 3,2
Wine Varieties: Viosinho, Rabigato and Gouveio.

Notes:
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Casa da Qta. Das Laranjeiras
Riobom - Portelo de Cambres
5100-421 Lamego
Portugal
q.ljguedes@gmail.com
Cell: +351 225 504 869
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/quintadaslamelas

5. QUINTA DAS LAMELAS
“Casa da Quinta das Laranjeiras”, was bom in 1836, being a family company, emerging from the
labores of generations of Douro's families, Iinked to the vineyards and winemaking. This beautiful
farm is located in a marvellous Douro region, the area of its vineyard is about 22h, fully mechanized,
planted with traditional varietes such as red Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz, Tinta
Barroca and Sousão, and white Malvasia Fina, Gouveia, among others. We make our white wines,
with temperature control at 15°C. We make our red wines in small quantities, in the wine cellar of
“Casa da Quinta das Laranjeiras”, using traditional methods, trodden the grapes by foot and hard
manual work, so that the maximum out of our grapes, is extracted, and an excellent wine is obtained.
After staying between 12 and 18 months in “french-america oak” casks, intense and highly concentrated
wines are made, with a persistent flavour in the mouth."
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QUINTA DAS LAMELAS GRAND RESERVE TINTO 2011
Vinification in traditional granite foot-presses, this Grand
Reserve has stayed for 18 months in frenchoak barrels. Ruby
in colour, with flamboyant aromas. It's an excellent company
for red meat and game dishes, as well as hard cheeses.
Best served at: 16-18ºC.
Alcool: 14,5%
Total Acidity: 5,3 gr/dm
pH: 3,69
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Tinta Roriz and Tinta Barroca.

QUINTA DAS LAMELAS RESERVE TINTO 2013
Vinified in traditional granite foot-presses, this grenat colored
wine stayed for 12 months in french oak barrels and gained a
ripe red fruit aroma and a complex and very elegant taste in
the mouth. Excellent to pair up with roasts, red meat and
game dishes, as well as soft cheeses.
Best served at: 16-18ºC.
Alcool: 14,0%
Total acidity: 5,g/l
pH: 3,61
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca and Tinto Cão.

Notes:
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QUINTA DAS LAMELAS RED 2015
This is a wine vinified in traditional granite foot-presses.
With a grenat color and a ripe red fruit aroma., this wine
is complex and elegant in the mouth.
Excellent to pair up with roasts, red meat and game dishes,
as well as soft cheeses.
Best served at: 16-18ºC.
Alcool: 13,5%
Total acidity: 5,30 g/l
pH: 3,69
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca and Tinto Cão.

QUINTA DAS LAMELAS RESERVE WHITE 2015
Fermented in stainless steel vats at a controlled temperature of
16ºC. It has a citric color with greenish tones and an intense fruity
aroma, where the tropical flavours stand out. To the palate, is fresh,
has a good acidity and volume. The harmony between this factors
makes it an elegant and persistent wine,
Best served at: 10-12ºC.
Alcool: 13,5%
Total acidity: 5,7g/l
pH: 3,34
Wine Varieties: Moscatel Galego, Fernão Pires, Malvasia Fina and
Gouveio.

Notes:
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QUINTA DO MARECOS BRANCO
With a citric color and an intense fruity aroma with floral notes.
On the mouth, is fresh and elegant, young and persistent with
acidity. Goes well with salads and light meals.
Best served at: 6-10ºC.
Alcohol: 12,5%
pH: Total Acidity: Wine Varieties: Malvasia Fina, Códega, Rabigato and Viosinho.

QUINTA DAS LAMELAS EXTRA DRY WHITE
Golden colored extra dry white with an intense aroma to wood
and dried fruits like almond, hazelnut and nut. On the mouth
is balanced with a harmonized but present acidity and a sweet
taste. Has an elegant aromatic and fresh finish, so typical of the
white dry port´s.
Best served at: 6-10ºC.
Alcohol: 19,5%
pH: 3,6
Total Acidity: 3,5 g/l
Wine Varieties: Malvasia Fina, Códega, Rabigato and Viosinho.

Notes:
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QUINTA DAS LAMELAS OLD WHITE 10 YEARS OLD
Golden white color, complex aromas with strong dry fruits, like
hazelnuts, almonds and figs. On the palate, full body with a sweet
and long aftertaste. Good chilled as an aperitif or with a dessert.
Best served at: >16ºC.
Alcohol: 20%
Total Acidity: 3,92 gr/dm
pH: 3,65
Wine Varieties: Malvasia Fina, Códega and Gouveio.

QUINTA DAS LAMELAS OLD WHITE 30 YEARS OLD
Golden white color, complex aromas with strong dry fruits, like
hazelnuts, almonds and figs. On the palate, full body with a sweet
and long aftertaste. Good chilled as an aperitif or with a dessert.
Best served at: >16ºC.
Alcohol: 20%
Total Acidity: 3,92 gr/dm
pH: 3,65
Wine Varieties: Malvasia Fina, Códega and Gouveio.

Notes:
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QUINTA DAS LAMELAS TAWNY RESERVE
Light amber color. On the aromas a mixture of fresh fruits
and matured like hazelnut and almond. On the palate full
body, has a very intense and persistent aftertaste. Good with
dry fruits, almonds or desserts.
Best served at: >8ºC.
Alcool: 19,5%
Total Acidity: 3,62 gr/dm3
pH: 3,63
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Tinta Roriz, Tinta Barroca,
Touriga Franca and Tinto Cão.

QUINTA DAS LAMELAS RUBY RESERVE
Fermentation with long maceration, interrupted with addition
of distilled grape spirit. With a detailed lot of selection of high
quality Port wines. Has a red color with complex aroma to dry
fruits and currants hints. Seductive with a delayed aftertaste.
Full body, has a very high quality tannins that gives it a remarkable
bottled aged capacity. Excellent to pair up with dry fruits, almonds,
desserts or cheeses.
Best served at: 18ºC.
Alcool: 19,5%
Total acidity: 4,09 g/l
pH: 3,68
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Francesa, Tinta Roriz
and Tinto Cão.

Notes:
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QUINTA DAS LAMELAS LBV 2012
Dark red colored wine with maturated red fruits, with strong
aroma. Full body, fresh with high quality tannins with long and
delayed aftertaste. Ideal as a dessert wine or with friends, followed
up by some quality cheeses.
Best served at: 16-18ºC.
Alcool: 20%
Total Acidity: 3,6 gr/dm
pH: 3,91
Wine Varieties: Touriga Franca and Touriga Nacional.

QUINTA DAS LAMELAS VINTAGE 2012
Red dark colored Port with jam and wild berries concentrated
aromas. Full body, has an intense and persistent fruit, with strong
structure, with high quality tannins that confer a remarkable
bottled aged capacity. Ideal as a dessert wine, followed up by
quality cheeses or desserts.
Best served at: 18ºC.
Alcool: 20%
Total acidity: 3,96 g/l
pH: 3,78
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca and Tinto Cão.

Notes:
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Quinta de Montravesso s/n, Barcos
5120-082 Tabuaço
Portugal
info@parceirosnacriacao.pt
Land line: +351 254 782 093
Cell: +351 937 403 965
www.parceirosnacriacao.pt
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/parceirosnacriacao

6 . PNC | PARCEIROS NA CRIAÇÃO
PNC is the company´s acronym for Partners in Creation and also, the initials of the surnames
of the couple Joana Pratas and João Nápoles de Carvalho. Together, they created this family
project that consists in the production and marketing of wines and olive oil. With the Douro
region at heart, João Nápoles de Carvalho spent part of his childwood in his family farm at
Tabuaço, and later on returned to the Douro to attend to the course of Agricultural
Management at UTAD. In ´96, he took over the management and production of his father
estate. The love for the land and the desire to continue his family legacy, made him realize
his true calling: viticulture.
After the couple´s marriage, they headed to the Douro and embraced the professional
challenge of being producers and commercials of their wines and olive oil.
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H`OUR RED 2012
This wine came from two sub-regions of the Douro and also from
two vineyards located at different altitudes. Made from traditional
old vines (40-65 years), this wine is complex and structured but at
the same time, fresh and elegant. Was fermented in granite wine
mills at controlled temperature and malolactic fermented in
stainless steel vats and aged for 12 months in new barrels made
from French oak.
Best served at: 16ºC.
Alcool: 14,15%
Total Acidity: 5,4 g/dm3
pH: 3,71
Wine Varieties: Old vines ( Tinta Amarela, Tinto Cão, Touriga Franca,
Tinta Roriz, Touriga Nacional and Sousão).

H`OUR WHITE 2015
This wine came from a vineyard located in a higher grounds which
gives a good freshness and natural acidity to the wine. It was
fermented in stainless steel vats and aged in « battônage» for 3
months after alcoholic fermentation.
Perfect to be paired with lighter or more intense dishes, given its
volume and mouth structure.
Best served at: 10-12ºC.
Alcool: 13%
Total Acidity: 5,7 g/dm3
pH: 3,25
Wine Varieties: Blend of grape varieties, Verdelho and Rabigato.

Notes:
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H`OUR ROSÉ 2016
This wine came from two sub-regions of the Douro and also other
two vineyards at different altitudes, exhibitions and grape varieties
which makes it a fresh, complex and structured wine, with a natural
acidity that impresses. It was fermented in stainless steel vats and
aged also in stainless steel vats until bottling.
Goes well with salads, fish and some types of meat.
Best served at: 10-12ºC.
Alcool: 13%
Total Acidity: 4,59 g/dm3
pH: 3,37
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Old Vines ( Tinta Amarela, Tinto Cão,
Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz, Tinta Barroca and Sousão).

H`OUR RED 2010
This wine came from two sub-regions of the Douro and also from
two vineyards located at different altitudes. Made from old vines
(35-60 years), all traditional grape varieties from Douro, making
it complex and structured but at the same time, fresh and elegant.
Was fermented in granite wine mills at controlled temperature and
malolactic fermented in stainless steel vats, ageing for 12 months
in new barrels made from French oak.
Best served at: 16ºC.
Alcool: 14,52%
Total Acidity: 6,86 g/dm3
pH: 3,53
Wine Varieties: Old vines ( Tinta Amarela, Tinto Cão, Touriga Franca,
Tinta Roriz, Touriga Nacional and Sousão).

Notes:
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H`OUR TOURIGA NACIONAL RED 2012
This wine came from a vineyard planted in´05 with a south exposure
and located at 500 meters in altitude. This wine was fermented in
granite wine mills at controlled temperature and malolactic fermented
in stainless steel vats and aged for 14 months in new barrels made
from French oak. Its a fresh wine with structure and ageing potential.
Excellent with meat dishes.
Best served at: 16ºC.
Alcool: 13,32%
Total Acidity: 5,8 g/dm3
pH: 3,55
Wine Varieties: 100% Touriga Nacional.

Notes:
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Av da Europa Edificio Encosta do Rio
Bloco A Entrada 2 1º Esqº,
5000-557 Vila Real
Portugal
dinisteoria@gmail.com
Cell: +351 937 667 035
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/teoria.vinhos

7. QUINTA DAS LAMELAS
"Teoria is a familiar company that started its activity in 2010. The propriety is situated in
Celeirós do Douro, in Douro valley, of Pinhão river. Teoria it´s a wine of high quality due
to the excellent grapes and the excellent characteristics of the “terroir”. The company
is liderated by two winemakers, with a huge experience in the wine sector".
PRODUCTS
Douro Doc wines: Teoria Red Wine Superior 2014 , Teoria White Wine 2015, Teoria Old
Vines Reserve White 2015 and Teoria Old Vines Great Reserve 2013. Wine Makers: António
Dinis/Rosa Araujo.
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TEORIA OLD VINES GREAT RESERVE 2014
The Teoria Old Vines Great reserve 2014, we have is a combination
of several varieties, from old vines from the Douro region, vinified
in mills with later stage in barrels of French oak. It has a ruby color
closed, with an aroma of ripe fruit too complex, the mouth it is
balanced and persistent, a long finish complete the pleasure of
tasting this impressive wine.
Best served at: 16-18ºC.
Alcool: 14%
Total Acidity: 4,7 gr/l
pH: 3,63
Wine Varieties: grapes from old vineyards.

TEORIA RED WINE SUPERIOR 2015
Teoria Red Wine Superior 2014 is made from Touriga Nacional,
Touriga Franca and Tinta Roriz wine varietiies, fermented in vats,
with later stage in American oak barrels. With a violet color, marked
by aromas of black fruit, spice and vanilla; it has a good structure
with firm, but elegant tannins.
Best served at: 16-18ºC.
Alcool: 13,5%
Total acidity: 4,7 g/l
pH: 3,67
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca and Tinta Roriz.

Notes:
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TOURIGA NACIONAL 2015
From Touriga Nacional, grape variety, vinified in mill, with later stage
in barrels of french and american oak. Violet Color, marked by aromas
of black fruit and floral typical of the variety.
Serve at 16-18 º C.
Alcohol: 14%
Total Acidity: 4,83 g/L
pH: 3,77
Wine Varieties: 100% Touriga Nacional

LATE HARVEST 2015
Obtained from grapes harvested later with Noble Rot (Botrytis Cinera).
Fermented in oak barrels.
Wine very complex, aromatic, a sumptuous mouth with a lively and
cheerful acidity
Alcohol: 11%
Total Acidity: 6,90 g/L
pH: 3,21
Wine Varieties: 50% Arinto and 50% Rabigato.

Notes:
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TEORIA WHITE 2017
The Teoria White 2017 reflects the passion we have for our
grapes. It is the combination of several varieties from higher
levels of the Douro region. It has a citrus color, fresh aroma,
fruity and balanced. Great aperitif to accompany fish and shellfish.
Best served at: 8-10ºC.
Alcohol: 13%
Total Acidity: 7 g/l
pH: 3,15
Wine Varieties: Malvasia Fina, Códega, Rabigato and Viosinho.

TEORIA SPARKLING BLANC DE NOIR RESERVE 2014
Alcohol: 12%
Total Acidity: 6,82 g/l
pH: 3,04
Wine Varieties: Malvasia Fina, Códega, Rabigato and Viosinho.

Notes:
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Quinta dos Lagares
5085- 105 Alijó
Portugal
geral@vitavitis.pt
Cell: +351 938 353 308
www.vitavitis.pt
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/quintadoslagares

8. VITAVITIS
Vitavitis is a farm management and consulting company established back in 2006
with the main objective of managing the Quinta dos Lagares, a wine farm in the
Douro region belonging to the Company owner’s family. Since then the Vitavitis
has been expanding its activity to the management of other properties in the Douro
as well as the Forest Consulting. Viticulture is the activity with greater weight and
most of the grapes are sold for the production of fortified wine but the wine
production has increased in recent years and the company's wine portfolio also.
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QUINTA DOS LAGARES RESERVE 2013
Fermentation at 27ºC after treading grapes. Aging for 12 months
in new oak barrels. Ruby color very concentrated and intense.
Nose with great complexity, balanced between red fruits and notes
of wood. Very structured in the mouth. Fresh and flavoured with
elegant tannins.
Delicious with dishes with intense flavours like: young goat, iberian
black pork, game, grilled meat and strong flavoured cheese.
Best served at: 16-18ºC.
Alcool: 14%
Total Acidity: 4,6 g/dm3
pH: 3,65
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional (50% young+ 50% old).

QUINTA DOS LAGARES HARVEST 2013
Fermented at a controlled temperature of 28º C and aged for 8 months.
Beautiful ruby color. Elegant with a complexity of aromas to plum
and red fruits and notes of violet flowers. Final aroma of toast and
cinnamon. In the mouth is a fresh wine, very structured with a nice
lingering finish.
Goes nicelly with cheeses, grilled or roasted meat or fish and also
with chocolate desserts.
Alcool: 14%
Total Acidity: 4 g/dm3
pH: 3,77
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional (50% young+ 50% old) .

Notes:
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QUINTA DOS LAGARES WHITE 2014
This citrine colored wine, to the nose, is fresh, intense and shows
a fruity and floral aroma. In the mouth, it has a good persistence
with grapefruit and mineral notes.
Excellent with curry dishes, white meat, grilled fish and desserts.
Best served at: 10-12ºC.
Alcohol: 13,5%
Total acidity 5.3 g/dm3
PH: 3.31
Wine Varieties: Viosinho, Gouveio, Rabigato and others .

QUINTA DOS LAGARES MOURISCO ROSÉ 2015
Aged in oak barrels, lightly toasted, for 6 months (for 50%) and 6
more for the other half, this salmon pink colored wine, is very
elegant with floral, spices and fruity aroma. To the palate is full of
texture and finesse. Mineral and long finish.
Alcohol: 12,5%
Total acidity 5,17 g/dm3
PH: 3.12
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca and Tinta Roriz .

Notes:
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QUINTA DOS LAGARES MARCO 86 RED 2014
Alcohol: 13,7%
Total acidity: 4,02 g/dm3
PH: 3.79
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional and Touriga Franca.

QUINTA DOS LAGARES VV41- 2014
Top of the range of Quinta dos Lagares, this wine is produced
from grapes harvested in the old vineyard of 1944, with grape
selection in the vineyard and treads on foot in the winery.
Fresh and still young,
Alcohol: 13,8%
Total acidity: 4,9 g/dm3
PH: 3.67
Wine Varieties: Traditional varieties from old vines .

Notes:
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Urbanização Vila Campos, Ltº 40
5000- 063 Borbela
Vila Real, Portugal
geral@vinhosmapa.pt
Cell: +351 938 537 914
www.vinhosmapa.pt
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/VinhosMAPA

9. MAPA DOURO WINES
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It was in Muxagata (the land of some of the best portuguese wines), in the municipality of Vila Nova de
Foz Côa (sub-region of Douro Superior), that Pedro Garcias, a journalist and wine critic, began designing
his own wine project, MAPA, with the purchase of the first lands. Currently, he has two farms, with a
vineyard area with something like 30 hectares. The first wine was made in ´09, a red wine vinified in
a wine press with foot steps, and a 20-month stage in new French oak barrels. In 2010 came the white,
vinified in stainless steel and without any contact with wood, to preserve the primary aromas of the grapes
and their freshness and minerality. In 2015, he acquired the Quinta de S. Bento (a 2.5 acres land), which is
located in Favaios, Alijó, in the heart of the Alto Douro Vinhateiro World Heritage,
The objective of this family project is to produce quality wines tied to the land, with recourse only to Douro
vine varieties that reflect the diversity and richness of the place. For this reason, in each harvest, the number
of bottles produced will always be limited.
The project also includes the production of a gourmet olive oil, from traditional olive groves treated
organically, without recourse to any chemical. The quantities are also reduced.

FLOR DE MAPA RED 2015
DOURO DOC
This wine was vinificated half with step on foot into the granite
lagar, and other half in stainless steel fermentation vat.
Alcohol: 13,5%
Total Acidity: 4, 7 g/dm3
PH: 3,69
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca and Tinto Cão.

MAPA GREAT RESERVE RED 2015
DOURO DOC
From grapes planted in schistous soil, this wine was vinificated
with foot steps in the granite lagar and 12 months aging process
in French oak barrels.
Alcohol: 14%
Total Acidity: 4,5 g/dm3
PH: 3,57
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, Sousão and
Tinto Cão.

Notes:
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MAPA SPECIAL RESERVE RED 2014
DOURO DOC
From grapes planted in schistous soil, this wine was vinificated
with step on foot into the granite lagar and 18 months of aging
process in French oak barrels.
Alcohol: 13, 5%
Total Acidity: 4, 9 g/dm3
PH: 3,60
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, Sousão and
Tinto Cão.

MAPA WHITE 2016
DOURO DOC
From grapes planted in schistous soil, this wine was fermented
in stainless steel with regular batonnage and aged also in stainless
steel.
Alcohol: 12, 5%
Total Acidity: 5, 9 g/dm3
PH: 3,13
Wine Varieties: Rabigato, Viosinho, Arinto and Gouveio.

Notes:
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MAPA LATE HARVEST 2015
DOURO DOC
From grapes planted in schistous soil, harvested in November
of the botrytizated grape vines, had a vinification with soft
pressing of the grapes. After decanting, the wine fermented
to 11°C and stopped at 11% alcohol using the cold.
Aged for 6 months in French oak barrels.
Alcohol: 11%
Total Acidity: 7,36 g/dm3
PH: 2,92
Wine Varieties: Viosinho, Gouveio and Malvasia Fina.

MAPA ROSÉ 2016
DOURO DOC
From grapes planted in schistous soil, this wine was
fermented in stainless steel with regular batonnage and
aged also in stainless steel.
Alcohol: 12,5%
Total Acidity: 5,66 g/dm3
PH: 3,29
Wine Varieties: 100% Tinto Cão.

Notes:
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MAPA VINHA DOS PAIS WHITE 2015
DOURO DOC
From grapes planted in schistous soil, this wine was fermented
and aged in French oak barrels for 12 months.
Alcohol: 12, 5%
Total Acidity: 5,4 g/dm3
PH: 3,19
Wine Varieties: Rabigato, Viosinho, Arinto and Gouveio.

MAPA VINHA CLARA WHITE 2016
DOURO DOC
From grapes planted in schistous soil, this wine was fermented
in stainless steel with regular batonnage.
Alcohol: 13%
Total Acidity: 6,29 g/dm3
PH: 3, 11
Wine Varieties: Arinto and Viosinho.

Notes:
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MAPA MOSCATEL GALEGO WHITE 2016
DOURO DOC
From grapes planted in schistous soil, this wine was fermented
in stainless steel vats with regular batonnage and aged also in
stainless steel.
Alcohol: 12,5%
Total Acidity: 7,72 g/dm3
PH: 2,98
Wine Varieties: 100% Moscatel Galego.

MAPA PORT WINE VINTAGE 2015
DOURO DOC
From grapes planted in schistous soil, this wine was fermented
with foot treading in the winery stone and with anging
process in stainless steel.
Alcohol: 19,77%
Total Acidity: 3,9 g/dm3
PH: 3,66
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, Sousão and
Tinto Cão.

Notes:
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Quinta de São Sebastião
5090-125 Murça
Vila Real, Portugal
wine@montesaosebastiao.com
Land line: +351 259 511 564
Cell: +351 962 696 641
www.montesaosebastiao.com
Facebook:

www.facebook.com/Monte-São-Sebastião-27409678
9359566

10. MONTE S. SEBASTIÃO
Monte S. Sebastião`s history started in 1950, when the owners of the estate, at the time,
started an agricultural program where terraced vineyards were planted as well as other
cultures such as olive and almond trees. This program also included the construction of
a small winery with the tradicional winepresses for wine processing and a small house for
the cottier of the estate. Currently, the estate is owned by one of the most prestigious families
in Murça, a family in wich agriculture and in particular, viticulture and wine, is a way of life.
For generations we have developed innovative viticultural practices respecting nature and
natural life. Our estate is located in the Douro Demarcated Region, specifically in the Cimo
Corgo Sub-region, wich extends from the junction of the Corgo river and the Temilobos stream
to Cachão da Valeira and has 50 Ha of land, for the production of grapes, wine and olives.
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MONTE S. SEBASTIÃO GRAND RESERVE RED 2012
This wine had a alcoholic fermentation for 7-10 days, after which
was transfered to French oak barrels for the malolactic fermentation
that lead to a 18 month ageing in wood. With closed and intense
color, almost entering the “dark side”, is rich, complex, atractive and
mysterious. The barrel ageing notes, the smoke notes and chocolate
made a happy fruity and harmonious marriage. Tannins gave
structure and strenght , while on the mouth shows good acidity
with a lon and persistent finish.
Best served at: 17-18ºC.
Alcohol: 14%

MONTE S. SEBASTIÃO RESERVE RED 2014
Clear and intense color. In the nose, it shows fresh and red fruit
aromas, with good tannins that confer structure and strength,
with a persistent and fruity finish.
Alcool: 13%
Total Acidity: 5,2 g/dm3
pH: 3,65
Wine Varieties: Tinta Roriz and Tinta Barroca.

Notes:
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MONTE SÃO SEBASTIÃO RED 2013
Young and clear with bright and intense ruby color. Fresh, with red
fruit and floral notes, as well as some nuances of wood, from the
ageing in barrels. While present tannins give structure and
strength, but velvety and smooth.
Alcohol: 12, 5%
Total Acidity: 4, 9 g/dm3
PH: 3,72
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz and
Tinta Barroca.

ENCOSTAS DE MURÇA 2013
Bright and intense ruby color, promising good future
developments. It shows up fresh and ripe black fruit, with violet
nuances and a slight boisé touch from the aging in barrels. Some
cocoa and coffee notes.
Alcohol: 13%
Total Acidity: 4, 9 g/dm3
PH: 3,72
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz and
Tinta Barroca.

Notes:
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MONTE S. SEBASTIÃO 2016 ROSÉ
A young and clear wine. With a fresh and captivating nose, with
good aromatic intensity which highlights the fresh notes of red
fruit, such as strawberry and raspberry. Fine acidity gives it
freshness and vivacity, with a delicate finish.
Alcohol: 12%
Total Acidity: 4,92 g/dm3
PH: 3,52
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz
and Tinta Barroca.

MONTE S. SEBASTIÃO WHITE 2016
Young and limpid wine, with yellow lavas citrus with a fresh
and captivating nose, a good aromatic intensity where stands
out some notes of passion fruit and apricot. Fine acidity gives it
freshness and liveliness, ending with delicate form.
Alcohol: 12%
Total Acidity: 5,2 g/dm3
PH: 3,44
Wine Varieties: Rabigato, Viosinho and Códega do Larinho.

MONTE SÃO SEBASTIÃO BRUT SPARKLING 2013
Fresh and elegant aroma, where bread and nuts stand out. The
mouth is characterized by the excellent freshness and
creaminess of this sparkling wine, followed by a perfect blast in
the middle of the mouth, ending up elegant and easy.
Alcohol: 12%
Total Acidity: 5,82g/dm3
PH: 3,26
Wine Varieties: Rabigato and Códega do Larinho.

Notes:
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Adega Cooperativa de Sabrosa, CRL
Rua das Flores, 27- Alto de Paços,
5060-321 Sabrosa
Portugal
adega.sabrosa@gmail.com
Land line: +351 259 939 177
Cell: +351 937 786 875
www.adegacooperativadesabrosa.com
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/adegacoopsabrosa

11. ADEGA COOPERATIVA DE SABROSA
Adega Cooperativa de Sabrosa, located in the Douro Valley, is an Agricultural
Cooperative limited liability companies, with certification in standard of the Quality
Management System, NP EN 9001:2008, which was founded by a group of farmers,
on 30 July 1958. Currently, Adega Cooperativa de Sabrosa, with about 522 current
members, which, every year, at the harvests' time , deliver then their grapes.
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FERNÃO DE MAGALHÃES DOC RED
Wine with a rubi red tone with an aromatic concentration and
complexity. It´s a very elegant wine, with a silky tannin structure
and a long and balanced aftertaste.
Alcohol: 13,5%
Total Acidity: 5,1 g/L
PH: 3,81
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca and Tinta Roriz.

FERNÃO DE MAGALHÃES DOC RESERVE RED 2014
Wine with an aromatic complexity with notes of berries and
spices. It´s very elegant and has a compacted tannin structure.
Has an aftertaste with excellent complexity and ending.
Alcohol: 13,5%
Total Acidity: 5,6g/L
PH: 3,54
Wine Varieties: Tinta Roriz and Touriga Nacional.

Notes:
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FERNÃO DE MAGALHÃES DOC WHITE
Glossy, citrus fruit, with an intense and fresh aroma. Floral with
tropical notes. Wine with a long and persistent aftertaste, good
acidity.
Alcohol: 13%
Total Acidity: 5,3 g/L
PH: 3,39
Wine Varieties: Gouveio, Viosinho, Rabigato and Fernão Pires.

FERNÃO DE MAGALHÃES DOC RESERVE WHITE 2015
This citric colored white wine has an aroma to citric and floral notes
surronded by spices. To the palate, it´s fresh and has a good acidity,
as well as a long and persistent ending, with slightly fruited notes
and a smoked touch of vanilla.
Alcohol: 13%
Total Acidity: 5,2g/L
PH: 3,31
Wine Varieties: Gouveio, Viosinho and Rabigato.

Notes:
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FERNÃO DE MAGALHÃES DOC ROSE
Wine with a pale pink color, with an intense and fresh and
floral aroma with notes of ripe berries. Wonderful acidity.
Alcohol: 12,5%
Total Acidity: 4,68g/L
PH: 3,42
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca and Tinta Roriz.

MOSCATEL FERNÃO DE MAGALHÃES DOC
With a golden tone and notes of peach and toffe, this
full-bodied wine is fresh, sweet and has a velvety aftertaste.
Alcohol: 17%
Total Acidity: 4,1g/L
PH: 3,49
Wine Varieties: 100% Moscatel Galego White.

FERNÃO DE MAGALHÃES PORTO 10 YEARS
With an atractive blondish color and an intense aroma to
spices and wood nuances, this sweet wine has a full-body
and an extended taste.
Alcohol: 19,5%
Total Acidity: 4,14g/L
PH: 3,29
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional and Touriga Franca.

Notes:
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Rua da Cal;ada, nº65
5050-042 Galafura
Peso da Régua, Portugal
geral@coimbrademattos.com
Land line: +351 254 920 214
Cell: +351 965 519 991
www.coimbrademattos.com
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/CoimbraDeMattos

12. COIMBRA DE MATTOS
The agricultural society Coimbra de Mattos, Lda., with a long tradition in the quality wines
production, where the taste for vine and wine culture is passed from generation into
generation, has 55 hectares of vineyards implanted in the Douro Region (Galafura - Peso da
Régua). It also has a museum of wine parts "Cellar of Giestas Negras", housed in an old cellar
of the XVI century, recently renovated. Built in 1575, according to the date engraved on the
door lintel, has two mills and a vat schist, probably unique in the Iberian Peninsula, and some
rare pieces, of which highlights a press with about 8 feet long, chestnut wood, with more than
300 years old, that has served to "crush the grapes."
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PORTO VALRIZ VERY OLD TAWNY (1858)
Amber with greenish tones. Intense aroma, which increases
during the taste, with aromas of honey, caramelized fruit,
coffee, hints of curry, tobacco and chocolate. Very concentrated,
velvetynflavour and extremely complex taste with a persistence
of mouth that goes beyond the notion of time, an authentic
sensory surprise!
Alcool: 20,4%
Volatile acidity: 0,89 g/dm3
Wine Varieties: Mixture of noble grapes of the Douro.

PORTO VALRIZ VERY OLD WHITE (DRY)
Orange colored wine with intense aroma to honey and dried fruit,
excelling almond and fig. Great flavour for a dry port, presenting
itself as flat, soft, velvety and persistent.
Alcool: 20,42%
Volatile acidity: 1,24 g/dm3
Wine Varieties: Mixture of noble grapes of the Douro.

Notes:
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PORTO VALRIZ LBV 2013
Dark ruby colored wine with intense aroma of riped black fruits and
apices. Concentrated flavour, good structure, present tannins with
notes of fruits and chocolate with long finish.
Alcool: 19,63%
Volatile acidity: 0,3 g/dm3
Wine Varieties: Tinta Roriz, Touriga Franca and Touriga Nacional.

PORTO VALRIZ - HARVEST OF 1958
Probation of 24 years in large casks of chustnut wood (bottled in
1984). Light golden color with very complex aroma to fine spices
the vanilla family. It has a very smooth entry in the mouth, still
noting the freshness of wine (of the year 1958), very silky and
subtle contact but dense. Rich of complexed aging in the mouth,
intense and very persistent.
Alcohol: 19,4%
Volatile acidity: 0,72 g/dm3
PH: 3,72
Wine Varieties: Tinta Amarela, Tinta Roriz and Touriga Franca.
Silver Medal - III World Wine Contest "Wine Masters Challenge” 2001 - Estoril.
Gold Medal - III International Wine Competition "Porto City" 2002

Notes:
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PORTO VALRIZ - OVER 40 YEARS OLD
Light golden colored, with green shades arround the glass. Intense
aroma to dry fruits, where the nuts are proeminent with a light
smell of chocolate. Exceptional harmony in the taste, lasting in the
mouth to the pleasure of the good appreciators.
Alcohol: 20,17%
Volatile acidity: 0,78 g/dm3
Wine Varieties: Tinta Amarela, Tinta Roriz and Touriga Franca.

PORTO VALRIZ - 20 YEARS OLD
Red light golden colored with aroma to vanilla and light
hazelnuts and many other flavours from being aged in chestnut
casks. Sweet and balanced flavour with a very extended finish.
Alcohol: 19,83%
Volatile acidity: 0,87 g/dm3
Wine Varieties: Tinta Amarela, Tinta Roriz and Touriga Franca.

Notes:
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PORTO VALRIZ - 10 YEARS OLD
Red light colored with a golden lightly open tone. Aroma to dry
fruits, almond, light hazelnut, spices and vanilla. Good balance and
volume in the mouth, with flavor the spices and dried fruits.
Alcohol: 19,6%
Volatile acidity: 0,39 g/dm3
Wine Varieties: Tinta Amarela, Tinta Roriz and Touriga Franca.

PORTO VALRIZ - TAWNY
This Port has a red color with a light golden tone. Presents an
aroma to spices with vanilla and light caril. In terms of flavour, the
ageing in casks is present with a rounded structure by probation.
In the mouth is long and persistent, leaving strong flavors like
vanilla and dry fruits.
Alcohol: 19,62%
Volatile acidity: 0,2 g/dm3
Wine Varieties: Tinta Amarela, Tinta Roriz and Touriga Franca.

Notes:
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PORTO VALRIZ - DRY LIGHT WHITE
Yellow golden color , dry, with tropical fruit aroma. Good
balance between acid freshness and sugars, being fresh in
the mouth with a pleasant sweetness. Presents a good
structure with shades of tropical fruits persistent at the
end of mouth.
Alcohol: 17,62%
Volatile acidity: 0,4 g/dm3
Wine Varieties: Malvasia Fina, Gouveio (Verdelho), Rabigato
and Síria.

QUINTA DOS MATTOS WHITE 2015
Bright yellow-green colored wine, with floral notes and
good concetration in the mouth, as well as balanced and
fresh. Fermented at controlled temperature. Probation in
stainless steel vats.
Best served at: 8-10ºC.
Alcohol: 13,59%
Volatile acidity: 0,4 g/dm3
Wine Varieties: Arinto, Gouveio, Malvasia Fina and Rabigato.

Notes:
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QUINTA DOS MATTOS RESERVE RED 2013
Deep ruby red colored wine with violet tints. Intense aroma to
black fruits and some notes to new wood and spices. In terms
of flavour, is concentrated, balanced and fresh, complemented
by soft type of tannins and a long finish.
Best served at: 16-18ºC.
Alcohol: 13,1%
Volatile acidity: 0,5 g/dm3
Wine Varieties: Tinta Amarela, Tinta Roriz, Touriga Franca and
Touriga Nacional.

QUINTA DA LACEIRA RED 2015
Deep ruby colored wine with violet tints. Aroma to black fruits,
cherries, spices and some wood notes. In the mouth, has a good
volume and freshness, is fruity, soft, with ripe tannins and medium
finish.
Best served at: 16-18ºC.
Alcohol: 13,6%
Volatile acidity: 0,5 g/dm3
Wine Varieties: Tinta Amarela, Tinta Roriz (Aragonez), Touriga
Franca and Touriga Nacional.

Notes:
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QUINTA DA LACEIRA WHITE 2016
Citrus colored wine, with an intense citrus notes of lemon,
grapefruit and white fruits. Concentrated flavour, fresh and
well balanced with long finish.
Best served at: 8-10ºC.
Alcohol: 13,7%
Volatile acidity: 0,4 g/dm3
Wine Varieties: Arinto, Gouveio, Malvasia Fina, Rabigato
and Viosinho.

Notes:
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Quinta da Barca,
Rua entre quintas n 338,
Vila Marim 5040-461
Mesão Frio
Portugal
geral@quintadabarca.com
Telf: (+351) 961542440
www.quintadabarca.com

13. QUINTA DA BARCA
We are a small company located in "Douro Region". Our farm "Quinta da Barca" is very close to the river,
it's very well located because our "sun exposure" and our nearness to "Douro river" allow us to produce
wine from exceptional quality. We produce "DOC" Wine since 2008. All the work , hard work, is beeing
recognized all over the world. Since 2008 we already received 4 internacional Medals : The first one in
CINVE 2011, our "Busto Reserva Tinto 2008" received the Silver Medal; the second was in "Concours
Mondial de Bruxelles 2013" with our "Busto Reserva Tinto 2009" we received a "Gold Medal". This year in
Concours Mondial de Bruxelles 2016" our "Busto Tinto Grande Escolha Touriga Nacional 2010" has won
another "Gold Medal", and the same wine at the beging of this year also received a Silver Medal in CINVE
2016. This is a very good score for a relative new Brand in the market. One of our "star produts" is our
"Touriga Nacional", that has some particulars characteristics , like a "spicy" taste. This allows the
winemakers that work with us making wines with a really exceptional and particular quality.
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BUSTO GREAT CHOICE TOURIGA NACIONAL 2014
Vinified at Quinta da Barca, Vila Marim, municipality Mesão Frio,
from Touriga Nacional, in fermentation tanks with small capacity
and temperature control. Ruby colored closed, intense and complex
nose, ripe red fruit, chocolate and spices with well integrated toasted
notes. Full in the mouth, consistent with balanced tannins, long and
persistent finish.
Alcohol: 14,5%
Total Acidity: 5,1 g/dm3
pH: 3,78
Wine Varieties: 100 % Touriga Nacional.

BUSTO DOURO RESERVE 2012
Vinified at Quinta da Barca, Vila Marim, municipality Mesão Frio, from
Touriga Nacional, Tinta Roriz, Tinto Cão e Touriga Franca, in fermentation tanks with small capacity and temperature control. Aging in
oak barrels: 6-9 months, time in bottle > 6 months
Ruby color, elegant in the nose, marked by ripe red fruit, oak notes.
Good volume in the mouth, balanced young round tannins and
persistent finish. Service temperature: 16 – 18ºc Harmonization
gastronomic recommended: Dishes of red meats, cheeses, sausages.
Alcohol:14.50%
Total Acidity: 0,70g/dm3
pH – 3,80
Wine Variety (s): Touriga Nacional, Tinta Roriz, Tinto Cão and Touriga
Franca.

Notes:
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BUSTO HARVEST RED 2013
Vinified at Quinta da Barca, Vila Marim, Mesão Frio municipality, from
Touriga Nacional, Tinta Roriz, Touriga Franca and Tinta Francisca wine
varieties. Fermentation in small tanks with temperature control. Ruby wine,
intense and elegant. With red fruit notes, good volume in the mouth,
balanced tannins and persistent finish. Gastronomic harmonization
recommended: Dishes of red meats , cheeses and sausages. Serve at 16 –
18ºc.
Alcool: 13,7%
Total Acidity: 4,80 g/dm3
pH: 3,76
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Tinta Roriz, Touriga Franca and Tinta
Francisca

BUSTO RESERVE TOURIGA NACIONAL 2011
Vinified at Quinta da Barca, Vila Marim, Mesão Frio municipality, from
Touriga Nacional. Fermentation in small tanks with temperature control.
Aging in oak barrels for 6 - 9 months, time in bottle > 6 months. Ruby
color, intense and elegant aroma with notes of ripe red fruit, references
“Cistus ladanifer” is well integrated with wood. Good volume in the mouth,
balanced tannins and persistent finish. Gastronomic harmonization
recommended: Dishes of red meats , cheeses and sausages. Serve at 16 –
18ºc.
Alcool: 14,5%
Acidity: 0,69 g/dm3
pH: 3,90
Wine Varieties: 100% Touriga Nacional.

Notes:
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BUSTO HARVEST ROSÉ 2016
Vinified at Quinta da Barca, Vila Marim, Mesão Frio municipality.
Fermentation in small tanks with temperature control. Color pale pink,
intense aroma of berries, fresh and persistent in the mouth. Gastronomic recommended matching: Fish dishes, seafood an d salads.
Excellent company
as meal entry. Serving temperature, 8 - 12ºC.
Alcool: 13,1%
Total Acidity: 4,26 g/dm3
pH: 3,54
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Tinta Roriz, Touriga Franca and Tinta
Francisca.

BUSTO HARVEST WHITE 2016
Vinified at Quinta da Barca, Vila Marim, Mesão Frio municipality, from
regional varieties. Method of "bica-aberta" with decanting 24 hours and
subsequent fermentation for 25 days with temperature control, held in
stainless steel vats of small capacity. Citric color, bright, intense aroma
with floral notes. Fresh in the mouth, persistent, with an elegant finish.
Recommended gastronomic matching: All kinds of fish, seafood and
Mediterranean salads. Serving temperature, 8 - 10ºC.
Alcool: 12,5%
Total Acidity: 4,80 g/dm3
pH: 3,36
Wine Varieties: Malvasia Fina, Viosinho, Arinto and Moscatel Galego
white.

Notes:
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BUSTO RESERVE WHITE 2015
Vinified at Quinta da Barca, Vila Marim, Mesão Frio municipality, from
the recommended varieties in the Douro. Method of "bica-aberta" with
decanting 24 hours and subsequent fermentation for 25 days with
temperature control, held in stainless steel vats of small capacity.
Citric color, bright, intense aroma with fruit notes and soft touch florar.
In the mouth presents fresh, persistent and with excellent volume.
Serving temperature: 8 - 12ºc. Recommended gastronomic matching:
All kinds fish, seafood and Mediterranean salads.
Alcohol: 13.10%
Total Acidity: 0,30 g/dm3
pH: 3,35
Wine Varieties: Arinto, Viosinho, Rabigato and Malvasia Fina.

BUSTO MOSCATEL GALEGO WHITE 2016
Vinified at Quinta da Barca, Vila Marim, Mesão Frio municipality, from
Moscatel Galego . Method of "bica-aberta" with decanting 24 hours and
subsequent fermentation for 25 days with temperature control, held in
stainless steel vats of small capacity. Citric color, bright, intense aroma of
the Moscatel Galego variety. Very fresh in the mouth, elegant and
marked by the acidity and irreverence of the Moscatel Galego white.
Recommended gastronomic matching: All kinds of fish, seafood,
Mediterranean salads or just drink with a good company. Serving
temperature, 8 - 10ºC.
Alcool: 12,4%
Total Acidity: 0,20 g/dm3
pH: 3,32
Wine Varieties: Moscatel Galego white.

Notes:
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Rua São Domingos 25, Favaios
5070-263 FAVAIOS
Portugal
vinhosdefavaios.lda@gmail.com
Land line: +351 259 958 195

14. VINHOS DE FAVAIOS
The improvement, requalification and implantation of new vineyards, resulted in an improvement of
the grapes produced. As a result, in 2008, a new wine cellar capable of producing the nectar
produced from all the efforts started by our family over several generations of grape growers. In 2008
the new cellar emerged, using the ancestral knowledge allied to the new technologies, which allow
us to preserve the aromas characteristic of the ancestors Douro wines. Destined to produce the
famous wines of our Douro region. About 300.00 liters of wines produced annually are distributed
according to the following characteristics: Doc Douro (white and red), Moscatel Douro and Wine
(liquor and table). As premium wine comes Tactus-Doc Douro Tinto, which results from the selection
of the Touriga Nacional, Tinta Roriz and old vineyards, aged in French oak and bottled for 1 year.
Tactus Doc Douro Branco, with the varieties Gouveio, Viosinho and Malvasia Fina, vinified with the
control of temperature, where it reveals a good acidity and notes of white flowers with mineral notes.
Given the implantation of our vineyards in the land of Favaios is also produced a sweet wine, the
74 Moscatel de Favaios, being composed of a single grape.

TACTUS RED DOC
Resulting from a meticolous choice of grapes, these were
vinificated according to the traditional methods and obeyed
the new technologies of fermentation. It was aged in French
oak barrels. Ruby red coloured with aromas of ripe blackberry and
compote, it presents a well structured body and round tannins.
Subtle aroma through the French oak wood. Crystal-clear aspect
fugacious head with na unique tast of a good wine from Douro.
Best served at: 16-18ºC.
Alcool: 14,0%
Total acidity: 4,80 g/l
pH: 3,71
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Tinta Roriz and Touriga Franca.

TACTUS WHITE DOC
After the meticulous choice of grapes, these were vinificantion
with controlled temperature to preserve the varietal aromas of
the used grapes varieties. It was aged in stainless steel vats for 5
months and then bottled. The wine stays in bottle for 3 months
before consumption. With a citrus color rand bright aspect, it
presents some minerality associated with white flowers. It is
refreshing and intense and it lasts within the tasting. It is a good
white wine from Douro.
Best served at: 8-10ºC.
Alcool: 13,0%
Total acidity: 5,20 g/l
pH: 3,44
Wine Varieties: Gouveio, Viosinho, Rabigato and Malvasia Fina.

Notes:
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VEIGA L´OURO RED
Common fermentation (according to the process of regular wines)
with a controlled temperature and pelicular maceration for 6 days,
ending the alcoholic and malolactic fermentation in stainless steel
vats. It was aged in used oak barrels for 3 moths. It is bottled in the
following year after production. Ruby coloured with aromas of ripe
red fruits. Balanced and round tannins. It is intense and tasting in
tasting. Crystal-clear aspect with fugacious violet head. Smooth
aroma of oak.
Alcool: 13,2%
Total acidity: 5,67 g/l
pH: 3,65
Wine Varieties: Tinta Roriz, Touriga Franca, Barroca and Old vineyards.

VEIGA L´OURO WHITE
Fermentation with controlled temperature after a short period of
pelicular maceration. It was aged in stainless steel vats. It is bottled
after the whole constitution of the general lot for consumers' delivery.
Greeny citrus, a feature from the chosen grape varieties for the lot.
Aroma of lime-lemon with pineapple notes. Refreshing and intense
in taste. Fugacious head, bright crystal-clear aspect. Characteristic
taste of Moscatel Galego variety.
Best served at: 8-10ºC.
Alcool: 12,1%
Total acidity: 6,15 g/l
pH: 3,22
Wine Varieties: Moscatel Galego, Malvasia fina, Cercial, Donzelinho.

Notes:
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MOXUS MOSCATEL GALEGO
Using Moscatel Galego variety, this was fermented with pelicular maceration
and a controlled temperature for 5 days until it achieved the ideal degradation
of sugars from the grape. It has been done the inhibition of the alcoholic
fermentation using winery spirit at 77%. It was aged for 3 years. Crystal-clear
aspect, amber colored sweet taste, characteristic of the chosen grape variety,
it presents notes of Orange and some minerality. Refreshing and intense finish.
Best served at: 15-18ºC.
Alcohol: 16,5%
pH: 3,47
Total Acidity: 5,28 g/l
Wine Varieties: 100% Moscatel Galego.

MOXUS LIQUEUR WHITE WINE
It is a liqueur Wine made of grapes from Douro and aged for 2 years. Evolved
Wine with the tast of the grape variety Moscatel Galego produced after a
meticulous and delicate vinification, in witch it was respected all the intrinsic,
soil and climate characteristics of the grape variety, where it developed itself,
the producing region of Moscatel-Favaios. Crystal-clear aspect, bright topaz
colored, with na intese taste. It is a great liqueur wine for those who really
appreciate excelente wines.
Alcohol: 16%
pH: 3,50
Total Acidity: 3,81 g/l
Wine Varieties: 100% Moscatel Galego.

MOXUS LIQUEUR RED WINE
It is a liqueur wine made of grapes from Douro and aged for 2 years. After a
vinification with the meticulous and delicate maceration of the pomace, in
which it was respected all the intrinsic characteristics of the noblest grape
varieties from Douro. Crystal-clear aspect, golden red colour with an intense
taste, it reveals itself as an excelente liqueur wine for those who really
appreciate excelent wines.
Alcohol: 18%
pH: 3,50
Total Acidity: 3,81 g/l
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca and Tinta Roriz.

Notes:
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Quinta do Paço
5050-090 Godim,
Peso da Régua, Portugal
anetowines@gmail.com
Land line: +351 254 318 400
Cell: +351 963 060 881
www.aneto.com.pt
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/aneto.douro

15. ANETO
Aneto wines is a small family business established in 2001 with the aim of caring for
own vineyard throughout the growing cycle. Subsequently, harvesting, vinification
and bottling taking forever on the horizon to get small and medium productions of
wines with character and great quality.
PRODUCTS
Aneto wines is a family company, proud of a collection of wines it now produces:
white, red, rosé, sparkling and late harvest.
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ANETO HARVEST WHITE 2016
Grape selection at the entrance of the cellar. Total stripping and
direct pressing of the white grapes. Fermentation in stainless
vats at low temperature. Bottled in May 2016.
Alcool: 12,5%
Total Acidity: 6 g/l
pH: 3,2
Wine Varieties: 25% Rabigato, 25% Gouveio, 25% Viosinho and
25% Cerceal.

ANETO RESERVE WHITE 2015
Grape selection at the entrance of the cellar. Total striping and
direct pressing of the white grapes. A half of the must was
fermented and storaged for 8 months in new oak barrels with
weekly battonage. The rest were fermented in inox vats at low
temperature. Bottled in June of 2015. A light citrus yellow and
green color. The nose shows a fine balance between ripe, tropical
fruit and a light touch of toasted wood. A fine and delicate aroma
shows notes of pepper and sesame, wild flowers and pomegranate,
with a hint of mineral also showing through. Balanced acidity, with
citric and floral flavours giving way to a light touch of toasty oak in
a long finish. Best with first courses, fat fishes and white meats.
Best served at:12ºC.
Alcool: 13%
Total acidity: 6,2 gr/l
pH: 3,1
Wine Varieties: 50% Semillon and 50% Verdelho.

Notes:
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ANETO GRAND RESERVE WHITE 2015
Hand picked to 15kg boxes. Selected in conveyor table. Stalks
removal and crushing. Fermentation in traditional granite tanks.
Aged for 18 months in new French and Hungarian oak barrels.
Intense red color. Very elegant, complex ripe fruit, floral and spiced,
well blend with the toast of the two barrels used for staging. Very
rounded, with good volume in the mouth, full of aroma and freshness.
The strong tanins make for a very long and delicate end of mouth.
Best served at: 16ºC.
Alcohol: 14,5%
Total Acidity: 5,6 g/L
pH: 3,5
Wine Varieties: 50% Touriga Nacional and 50% Tinta Roriz.

ANETO HARVEST RED 2013
Manual harvest to 15 Kg boxes. Selected in conveyor table. Stalks
removal and crushing. Fermentation in open traditional granite
tanks. Maturation in new and used French oak barrels for 12 months.
Bottled in October 2013. Intense blackberry fruit, coffee and spicy.
Complex. Lovely flavour with vanilla and floral aromas. Good volume
in the mouth, full of good tastes and accentuated acidity. Very long
and delicate final.
Alcohol: 14%
Total Acidity: 5 g/l
pH: 3,7
Wine Varieties: Sousão, Tinta Amarela and Touriga Nacional.

Notes:
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ANETO RESERVE RED 2013
Manual harvest for 15kg boxes. Rough selection. Total strip of the
grapes and soft crushing. Fermentation in open tanks. Later stage
for 12 months in French and American oak barrels. Full red, with
intense blackberry fruit, coffee and spicy. Complex. Lovely flavour
with vanilla and floral aromas. Good volume on mouth, full of fine
tastes and accentuated acidity; very long and delicate final. Best
with red meat, game, Portuguese cod fish, smoked meat and
cheese.
Best served at: 16ºC.
Alcohol: 13,5%
Total Acidity: 4,8 gr/l
pH: 3,7
Wine Varieties: 50% Touriga Nacional and 50% Touriga Franca.

ANETO GRAND RESERVE RED 2013
Manual harvest for 15 kg boxes. Rough selection. Total strip of the
grapes and soft crushing. Fermentation in open traditional wine
mills. Intense Red color with aroma to blackberry fruit, coffe and
spices. Complex with a lovely flavour with vanilla and floral aroma.
Good volume on the mouth, full of fine tastes and accentuated
acidity, very long and delicated final.
Best served at: 16ºC.
Alcohol: 14,5%
Total Acidity: 5,5 g/l
pH: 3,7
Wine Varieties: 50% Touriga Nacional, 50% Tinta Roriz.

Notes:
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ANETO PINOT NOIR 2015
Manual harvest for 15 kg boxes. Rough selection. Total strip of the
grapes and soft crushing. Posterior probation for one year in used
French oak barrels. Lovely and elegant flavour, with spicy and floral
aroma. Good volume with some mineral taste and acidity.
Best served at: 15ºC.
Alcohol: 13%
Total Acidity: 5,5 g/l
pH: 3,50
Wine Varieties: 100% Pinot Noir.

ANETO LATE HARVEST WHITE 2010
Harvest in December of the botrytizated grape vines. Vinification
with soft pressing of the grapes. Fermentation in stainless steel
tanks at low temperature. Maturation in French oak barrels for
18 months. Bottled in February 2012. Golden yellow color.
Aroma with very complex and elegant start to dry fruits, apricot,
honey and e wild flowers. Good harmony on the mouth, with
medium sweetness and good acidity, shows excellent flavours of
matured white fruits and some toast from the barrels.
Best served at: 12ºC.
Alcohol: 11,5%
Total Acidity: 7 g/l
pH: 3,2
Wine Varieties: 100% Semillon.

Notes:
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Quinta Valbom de Cima Peixotas
Lugar de Bagaúste
5050-421 Peso da Régua
Portugal
Land line: +351 254 312 914
geral@quintadaspeixotas.com
www.quintadaspeixotas.com
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/peixotas

16. QUINTA DAS PEIXOTAS
Quinta das Peixotas has 30 ha, located next to the city of Peso da Régua. Having a very
particular terroir, has a privileged sun exposure and offers a view to an amazing
landscape from Douro Valley, where the vineyards are planted in terraces in a shale and
schistose soil, poor and dry. The predominant grape varieties are Touriga Nacional,
Touriga Franca, Tinta Barroca and Tinta Roriz, which are planted in a selected way
along the vineyard.
The wines Quinta das Peixotas are made in traditional granite lagares where the grapes
are foot trodden. The wines are aged in stainless steel vats, in oak barriques and finally
in the bottles.
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QUINTA DAS PEIXOTAS RED 2012
The fermentation was made in controlled temperature and long
maceration. The wine ages in stainless steel vats and in French oak
barriques. Very strong and attractive aroma of red fruit. In the mouth is
very balance, soft and surrounding.
Alcool: 13,45%
Total acidity: 4,9 g/l
pH: 3,78
Wine Varieties: : Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz and
Tinta Barroca.

QUINTA DAS PEIXOTAS RESERVE 2012
The grapes were foot trodden and vinified in traditional granite lagares,
with controlled temperature and long maceration, providing rich and
soft tannins. Full bodied wine, with dark red color, it has an aromatic
intensity, with red and black fruits.
Alcool: 13,0%
Total acidity: 5,3 g/l
pH: 3,65
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz and
Tinta Barroca.

QUINTA DAS PEIXOTAS GRAND RESERVE RED 2011
2011 was a year with very favorable weather conditions with a rainy
winter and a hot/high temperatures summer. The fermentation of the
grape is made in granite lagares with foot-treading and controlled
temperature. After stainless steel vats, the wine ages in oak barrels for
12 months. It will get its best with a long-term bottle aging. A complex
aroma, with highlights of dark fruit (black cherry, wild berries) as well as
toasted notes (coffee).
Alcool: 14%
Total acidity: 4,4g/l
pH: 3,85
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz and Tinta
Barroca.

Notes:
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Quinta do Filoco
Adega da Casa Branca, EN 226-2
5120-399 Tabuaço
Portugal
marta.macedo@foztavora.pt
Land line: +351 254 782 024
Cell: +351 963 682 154
www.quintadoﬁloco.com
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/QuintaDoFiloco

17. QUINTA DO FILOCO
Located in Tabuaço, right in the heart of Douro Region, Quinta do Filoco- a family
company devoted to produce Douro´s and Port wines. It´s vineyards and wine-cellar
were updated with brand new equipments and techniques. Nowadays, this winegrower is one of the largest and well- succeeded family company, with the largest
area of vineyards in the Douro region (something like 130 hectares and with different
altitudes (between 50-550 meters).
The grape varieties produced by this company are: Touriga Nacional, Tinta Roriz,
Malvasia Fina, Rabigato and Viosinho.
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QUINTA DO FILOCO HARVEST RED 2014
With a full-body and a ruby color, this elegant wine has an
intense aroma to jam and a hint of balsamic notes.
Ideal to accompany grilled dishes and poultry.
Best served at: 16-18ºC.
Alcohol: 14%
Total Acidity: 4,85 g/L
PH: 3,68
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca and Tinta Roriz.

QUINTA DO FILOCO RESERVE RED 2014
With an intense ruby color, this wine has a distinctive well-combined
floral aroma to Touriga Nacional, red fruits and wood. In the mouth is
complex and intense, yet elegant in its balance.
Ideal to go with mediterranean cuisine.
Best served at: 16-18ºC.
Alcohol: 13,43%
Total Acidity: 5,10 g/L
PH: 3,56
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca and Tinta Roriz.

Notes:
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FILOCO WHITE 2016
With floral aroma and mineral notes, this white wine, has a good
balance and a persistent ending.
It´s a nice wine to go with salads, seafood and fish dishes.
Best served at: 12ºC.
Alcohol: 13,56%
Total Acidity: 5,1 g/L
PH: 3,33
Wine Varieties: Malvasia Fina, Viosinho and Rabigato.

FILOCO RESERVE WHITE 2015
With a perfect balanced in the mouth, this soft, engaging and
fresh wine, has a floral aroma and a mineral touch, as well as
a persistent ending.
Goes well with pasta, seafood and fish dishes.
Best served at: 12ºC.
Alcohol: 13,5%
Total Acidity: 6,32 g/L
PH: 3,20
Wine Varieties: Malvasia Fina, Viosinho and Rabigato.

Notes:
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QUINTA DO FILOCO GRAND RESERVE TOURIGA
NACIONAL 2011
After ageing 12 months in barrels, this fruity flavoured wine,
presents a surprising depth, structure and complexity for this
grape variety, as well as a elegant yet intense, floral and citrus
aroma, with subtle notes of oak barrels (due to its ageing in
new French oak barrels).
Alcohol: 14,5%
Total Acidity: 5,3 g/L
PH: 3,67
Wine Varieties: 100% Touriga Nacional.

FILOCO ROSÉ 2016
This salmon colored wine, has a fresh aroma and candy flavour.
Presents itself with a balanced acidity and a long ending.
Alcohol: 12,71%
Total Acidity: 5,61 g/L
PH: 3,14
Wine Varieties: Touriga Franca and Tinta Roriz.

Notes:
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Quinta de Santa Eufemia
5100-650 Parada do Bispo
Portugal
qtastaeufemia@qtastaeufemia.com
Land line: +351 254 331 970
www.qtastaeufemia.com
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/Quinta-de-Santa-Eufémia155057274573749/

18. QUINTA DE SANTA EUFÊMIA
Quinta Santa Eufénia is one of the many unequalled repositories of history in the Douro Valleu, the
oldest Demarcated region in the world, since 1756. Founded in 1864 by the patriarch of a traditional
Douro Family, Bernardo Rodrigues Carvalho, now is managed by the fourth generation of the family,
who have been producing these fine old Douro Port Wines, preserving the age-old skills of winemaking and ageing. Situated on the left side of the river Douro, with over 50 hectares under vines,
the vineyard produces grapes of the richest varieties, trodden in the traditional way and fermented
on granite vats in order to extract their finest essences. The wine is aged in oak casks before being
selectively blended to satisfy the most refined palates. Produces Port Wine (Tawny, White, Ruby and
Rosé) Douro Wine (White and Red) and Olive Oil.
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DOURO RESERVE RED 2013
Very structured, it presents floral aromas and echoes of spices.
Best served at: 14ºC.
Alcohol: 14,5%
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Tinta Roriz, Bastardo and Tinta
Amarela.

DOURO QUINTA SANTA EUFEMIA RED 2013
With a very young and seductive aroma, as well as matured red
and black fruits and floral aromas. On the mouth shows some
light tannins.
Best served at: 14ºC.
Alcohol: 13,5%
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz and
Tinta Amarela.

Notes:
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DOURO QUINTA SANTA EUFÉMIA WHITE 2016
Wine with a young and seductive aroma.
Good and delicated structure with a persistent finish.
Best served at: 10ºC.
Alcool: 14%
Wine Varieties: Moscatel Galego Branco, Viosinho, Rabigato and
Gouveio.

DOURO TOURIGA NACIONAL 2013
With a delicate floral aroma with notes to wild roses and violets,
this wine is elegant, fresh and harmonious, with silky tannins on
the palate and has a long fine finish.
Best served at: 14ºC.
Alcohol: 14,%
Wine Varieties: 100% Touriga Nacional.

Notes:
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Rua de Goa, Ltº 3, 2ºDto.
5000-700 Vila Real
Portugal
odisseiawines@sapo.pt
Cell: +351 967 986 981
www.odisseiawines.com

19. ODISSEIA WINES
Produced for the first time in 2004 by the french winemaker Jean-Hugues Gros,
the wines Odisseia are caracterized by the respect of the wonderful terroir of the
Douro valley and balanced by the typical portugueses grapes like touriga
nacional and touriga franca. The experience adquired in France and abroad
allowed to develop an unique perfile regularly awarded in the nacional and
internacional press.
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ODISSEIA WHITE DOURO 2016
Produced with tradicional Portuguese grapes like Viosinho,
Rabigato and Códega do Larinho, planted between 450 and
600 meters altitude, mainly on granitic soil. Fermented at low
temperature – 14ºC – for 3 weeks and then aged in stainless
tank until bottling with a weekly “batônnage”
Alcool: 13,0%
Total acidity: 5,1 g/l
pH: 3,34
Wine Varieties: Viosinho, Rabigato and Códega do Larinho.

ODISSEIA RESERVE WHITE DOURO 2015
Produced with tradicional Portuguese grapes like Viosinho,
Rabigato and Códega do Larinho, planted between 450 and
600 meters altitude, mainly on granitic soil. Fermented 20%
in new French oak barrels and 80% at low temperature – 14ºC
– for 3 weeks and then aged in stainless tank until bottling
with a weekly “batônnage”
Alcool: 13,0%
Total acidity: 5,3 g/l
pH: 3,31
Wine Varieties: Viosinho, Rabigato and Códega do Larinho.

Notes:
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ODISSEIA ROSÉ DOURO 2016
Produced with tradicional Portuguese grapes like Touriga Franca,
Tinta Roriz and Tinta Barroca. Fermented at low temperature –
14ºC – for 3 weeks and then aged in stainless tank until bottling.
Alcool: 13%
Total acidity: 5,1 g/l
pH: 3,25
Wine Varieties: Traditional portuguese grape varieties.

LITTLE ODISSEIA RED DOURO 2014
Produced with the Portuguese varieties Touriga Nacional, Touriga
Franca, Tinta Roriz and Tinta Barroca. Fermented in stainless tank
for 7 days at 25ºC – Unoaked.
Alcool: 13,5%
Total acidity: 5,3 g/l
pH: 3,7
Wine Varieties: Traditional portuguese grape varieties.

Notes:
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ODISSEIA RED DOURO 2014
Produced with the Portuguese varieties Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca,
Tinta Roriz. Fermented in stainless tank for 7 days at 25ºC. After the
malolactic fermentation, 20% of the blend aged in used barrels.
Alcohol: 13,5%
pH: 3,64
Total Acidity: 5 g/l
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca and Tinta Roriz.

ODISSEIA RESERVE RED DOURO 2014
Produced with the Portuguese varieties Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca,
Tinta Roriz. Fermented in stainless tank for 7 days at 25ºC. After the
malolactic fermentation, 50% of the blend is aged in new French barrels for
6 months.
Alcohol: 14%
pH: 3,7
Total Acidity: 5,2 g/l
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca and Tinta Roriz.

ODISSEIA GRAND RESERVE RED DOURO 2015
Produced with the Portuguese varieties Touriga Nacional(30%), Touriga
Franca (50%), Tinta Roriz (20%). Fermented in stainless tank for 7 days at
25ºC. After the malolactic fermentation, 100% of the blend aged in new
French barrels for 12 months.
Alcohol: 14%
pH: 3,64
Total Acidity: 5,4 g/l
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca and Tinta Roriz.

Notes:
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Quinta da Costa de Baixo, N322-2
5060-057 Gouvinhas
Sabrosa, Portugal
bulas.winemakers@gmail.com
Land line: 259 107 629
Cell: +351 910 791 299
http://pt.bulas.eu
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/bulaswines

20. BULAS FAMILY ESTATES LDA
Bulas, is our family name, a name that became a brand. Bulas, is the handwritten
signature of José Bulas Cruz, father of the current owner, and a very prestigious
man in Douro, thus Bulas, represent our tribute, and our commitment to our wine
project. Bulas wines are produced, in the steep banks of the river Douro in the
region of Upper Corgo which have always yielded wines of excellence.
By producing wines of exceptional quality, which capture the essence of the
Douro in a sustainable way, the Bulas family maintains tradition and preserves the
culture and heritage of this extraordinary and unique wine region.
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BULAS PORTO FINE WHITE
Wine with ages of 2 to 5 years, fermented in stainless steel with
controlled temperature of 22ºC. During ageing, 40% of the wine
is aged in old French and American oak barrels. With golden
color and intense aroma, the nuts predominate. In the mouth it
is balanced with a well integrated acidity in the sweetness. Fresh
and long finish.
Best served at: 8-10ºC.
Alcohol: 19,4%
Total Acidity: 3,9 g/dm3
PH: 3,75
Wine Varieties: Malvasia, Rabigato Moreno, Viosinho and Códega
do Larinho.

BULAS PORTO LBV 2012
Dark red color, almost opaque. A very intense and complex aroma
with notes of black, balsamic and chocolate fruits. In the mouth it
is dense, full bodied, with a very present acidity. It has a long,
persistent and greedy ending.
Best served at: 16-18ºC.
Alcohol: 19,8%
Total Acidity: 4,06 g/dm3
PH: 3,78
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca and Tinta Roriz.

Notes:
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BULAS PORTO RESERVE TAWNY
Bulas Tawny Reserve its a blended Port wine. After vinification of
the grapes in granite winepresses, different batches are chosen
to stage in small oak barrels of 225L. With a red light color and
an aroma to jam, it is fresh with some evolution. Also it has a dense
body with sweet tannins and a very pleasant finish.
Best served at: Room Temperature.
Alcohol: 19,16%
Total Acidity: 3,3 g/dm3
PH: 3,63
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz and
Tinta Barroca.

BULAS PORTO 10 YEARS TAWNY
This average aged wine is the result of a careful blend of port old
wines, which offers a superior complexity, with younger wines,
which brings fresh and fruity flavours. Elegant and soft, it presents
subtle notes of dried fruits and jams.
Alcohol: 19,9%
Total Acidity: 4,04 g/dm3
PH: 3,60
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz,
Tinta Barroca, Tinto Cão, Tinta Francisca, Tinta Amarela, among
others.

Notes:
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BULAS PORTO 20 YEARS TAWNY
Aged in oak casks, this average aged wine, its an exceptional Tawny,
specially in its balance of rich aroma to figs and raisins with a smooth
and silky mouth feel.
Perfect with blue cheeses and specially coffe and almonds based
desserts, dried fruits like figs or apricots.
Alcohol: 20,1%
Total Acidity: 4,30 g/dm3
PH: 3,59
Wine Varieties: 100% Touriga Nacional.

BULAS PORTO VINTAGE 2012
Made from the best grapes from Quinta da Costa de Baixo, this wine
aged for 2 years in non oxidative environment to preserve its young
and fruity character. With a deep purple color an exuberant ripe
dark berry aroma, it is complex to the palate and has a long and
luxurious finish.
Nice match with dark chocolate desserts, and richly flavoured cheeses.
Alcohol: 19,4%
Total Acidity: 4,34 g/dm3
PH: 3,61
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca and Tinta Roriz.

Notes:
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SEYRA DOC DOURO WHITE 2015
This wine captures perfectly the vivacity of the grape, through its
citrus and crystalline colors, while the aroma expresses subtle notes
of passion fruit and apricot, as well as a soft touch of minerality that
provides a long and refreshing finish.
Goes well with fish dishes, seafood and sushi.
Best served at: 8ºC.
Alcohol: 13,5%
Total Acidity: 5,3 g/DM3
PH: 3,36
Wine Varieties: Viosinho, Códega de Larinho, Rabigato Moreno and
Malvasia.

SEYRA DOC DOURO RED 2013
With a unique character and personality, this intense red colored
wine has a floral aroma as well as red fruits, specially, raspberry and
blackberry. In the mouth is structured and complex, with smooth
tannins and has some notes to spices. At the end it presents persistence.
Perfect to accompany grilled meats.
Best served at: 18ºC.
Alcohol: 13,8%
Total Acidity: 4,7 g/dm3
PH: 3,69
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Tinta Roriz, Touriga Franca and Sousão.

Notes:
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SEYRA PORTO RESERVE RUBY
Made from a mixture of traditional Portuguese grape varieties from
the Douro Valley, this wine aged 3 years in stainless steel vats and
bottled when ready to drink. Luxurious flavours of young fruit make
it a perfect informal drink. It has a deep ruby color with a powerful
and robust red fruits aroma. On the palate is fresh and young, with
raspberry and cherry flavours, combined with a long and intense
finish.
Best served with chocolate desserts.
Alcohol: 19,1%
Total Acidity: 3,7 g/dm3
PH: 3,78
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz and
Tinta Barroca.

Notes:
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Quinta do Mourão
Cambres
5100-387 Lamego
Land line: +351 254 324323
geral@quintadomour ao.pt
www.quintadomourao.pt

21. QUINTA DO MOURÃO
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Established in 1999, the Mário Braga, Herdeiros organization, has been developing a project
which has as its set of states revolving around Quinta do Mourão. These estates, which are
referred to, since the 18th century, in the map of the demarked region of Douro, are integrated in the winemaking heritage allying tradition to modernity. The states, which integrate
this project, have around 120 acres and are situated between the High and Low Corgo River
region, constituted by new vines (between 12 and 18 years old) and old vines (more than 30
years old)In the last few years, the Quinta do Mourão project has been undergoing profund
changes, which rises from rearranging the vineyard till the modernization of wine making
process (building a new cellar equipped with appropriate technology and stainless steal
tanks and vats to the productions of Porto wines and DOC Douro).
The last mentioned go through aging process in French oak barrels and some of the
generous wines have been stocked through the years in wooden barrels constituting now a
patrimony of generous old wines.

PORTO WINE MORE THAN 40 YEARS
It is a Tawny wine with intense dry fruits and honey aroma. Full
body, smooth and balance between sweetness and acidity, typical
of old wines. Has a long and persistent finishing.
Alcohol: 20,4%
Total Acidity: 4.57 g/dm3
pH: 3,48
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz, Tinta
Barroca and Tinto Cão.

PORTO WINE 30 YEARS
It is a Tawny wine with intense dry fruits and honey aroma. Full body,
smooth and balance between sweetness and acidity, typical of old
wines. Has a long and persistent finishing.
Alcohol: 20,2%
Total Acidity: 4.6 g/dm3
pH: 3,43
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz, Tinta
Barroca and Tinto Cão .

Notes:

4
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PORTO WINE 10 YEARS
It is a Tawny wine with dry fruits and raising aroma. Complex full body
and long finishing.
Alcohol: 20,2 %
Total Acidity: 4.34 g/dm3
pH: 3,37
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz, Tinta
Barroca and Tinto Cão.

PORTO WINE VINTAGE 2000
Wine of dark red colour, closed with incense wild fruits aroma. Full body
in the mouth , intense and persistent flavour. The quality tannins give it
the ability of aging inside the bottle.
Alcohol: 20 %
Total Acidity: 5.01 g/dm3
pH: 3,68
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz and Tinta
Barroca

Notes:
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RIO BOM TOURIGA FRANCA RED
Intense red in color, with a vanilla aroma involving the red fruit .
In the mouth it shows dense, made velvety and complexity.
The end is marked for sweet, soft tanning barks of wooden.
Alcohol: 14,16 %
Total Acidity: 5.7 g/dm3
pH: 3,65
Wine Varieties: Touriga Franca.

RIO BOM TINTO RESERVE
Intense ruby color, with a slight touch of oak involving the rip fruit.
In mouth shows corpulence, velvety and complexity . The silky,
sweet tannins offer a long persistent aromatic aftertaste.
Perfect for plates of meat or strong cheeses.
Alcohol: 13,75 %
Total Acidity: 5.4 g/dm3
pH: 3,62
Wine Varieties: Tinta Roriz, Touriga Nacional and Touriga Franca.

RIO BOM HARVEST RED
Intense red in colour, with a pleasant bouquet of mature fruits. In mouth shows
velvety and corpulence. It has a long , persistent aromatic aftertaste.
Alcohol: 13,25 %
Total Acidity: 5.4 g/dm3
pH: 3,62
Wine Varieties: Tinta Roriz, Touriga Nacional and Touriga Franca.

Notes:
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Poço do Canto
6430-335 Mêda
Portugal
comercial@lucindatodobom.pt
Land line: +351 279 882 178
www.lucindatodobom.pt
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/VinhosLucindaTodoBom

22. LUCINDA TODO BOM - VITICULTORA
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Located in the Douro Superior region, county of Mêda, Guarda district, Poço do Canto is a hard land,
hostile, where the vineyard stands out with force. Producer Maria Lucinda Todo Bom was born on these
lands and her the family started producing wine in the 30s and continuing the tradition, started again
in 1990 production of wine in the vineyards inherited from his family, Todo Bom. The story of a wine
starts in the vineyard. With an area of 15ha, the vineyards of Poço do Canto, planted in the shale ground
characteristic of the region, have an excellent sun exposure, particularly to the south, at an altitude of
600m. The vineyard is composed of different varieties that give rise to wines produced by Lucinda Todo
Bom. With emphasis on the Touriga Nacional, we can also find Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz and Tinta
Barroca. The harvest of the grapes is manual according to tradition, and is in the cellar of Poço do Canto
wines are beginning to take shape. Produced by traditional methods of integrated production winemaking is done in stainless steel vats with temperature control and matures in wood. The bottling is done
in the cellar of Poço do Canto, where nothing is left to chance. The quality cork closes this nectar that can
live up to 15 years.

FONTE CORDEIRO RED
Manual harvest with 20kg boxes. Fermentation in a stainless steel
vat with control of temperature. Rested for 15 months in a stainless
steel vat. Bottled in the wine cellar with a light filtration. Ruby color.
Begins with a punch of flavour and good structure ending with a long
tasteof the aromas that are very characteristic from the vineyards of
the area of Poço do Canto.
Goes well with red and game meat.
Alcohol: Total Acidity: pH: Wine Varieties: Tinta Barroca, Tinta Roriz and Touriga Franca.

FRAGA ALTA RED
Manual harvest. Fermentation in a stainless steel vat with
temperature control. Rested for 15 months in a stainless steel vat.
Bottled in the wine cellar with a light filtration. Light red color.
Young and cheeky but still keeping the complexity of Poço do Canto
soils. Easy drinking wine with a velvet mouth with fresh and spicy
aromas.
Alcohol: Total Acidity: pH: Wine Varieties: Tinta Barroca.

Notes:
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FRAGA ALTA RED
Manual harvest with 20kg boxes with direct and pneumatic pressing.
Fermentation in a stainless steel vat with control of temperature of 18º.
Rested for 8 months in a stainless steel vat. Bottled n the wine cellar
with a light filtration. Clear Yellow color, shining with greenish reflections.
Complex, citrus, peach, white flowers and pineapple scents. Fresh and
long floral scents, well balanced acidity that gives a good structure to
the wine. Goes well with fish, light dishes and seafood.
Alcohol: Total Acidity: pH: Wine Varieties: Gouveio, Rabigato and Viosinho.

FRAGA ALTA ROSÉ
Manual harvest with 20kg boxes with direct and pneumatic pressing.
Fermentation in a stainless steel vat with control of temperature of 18º.
Rested for 8 months in a stainless steel vat. Bottled in the wine cellar
with a light filtration. Pink color. Scent to wild berries. Fresh and long
floral scents, well balanced acidity that gives a good structure to the wine.
Goes well with fish, light dishes and seafood.
Alcohol: Total Acidity: pH: Wine Varieties: Tinta Barroca.

Notes:
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FRAGA ALTA RESERVE RED
Manual harvest with 20kg boxes with direct and pneumatic pressing.
Fermentation in a stainless steel vat with control of temperature of 18º.
After fermentation it rested during 15 months 50% in French oak barrels
and 50% in stainless steel vat. Bottled n the wine cellar with a light
filtration. Ruby color.It all begins with punch flavor and good structure
ending with a long taste of the aromas that are very characteristic from
the vineyards of the area of Poço do Canto. Goes well with red and game
meat.
Alcohol: Total Acidity: pH: Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, Tinta Barroca and
Tinta Roriz.

QUINTA DOS ROMANOS RED
Manual harvest with 20kg boxes. Fermentation in a stainless steel vat
during one month with control of temperature. After fermentation it
rested during 15 months in new french oak barrels. Bottled in the wine
cellar with a light filtration. Live Red colored with violet notes. Very
mature wild berries with chocolate and coffee notes. Smooth structure
with well balance acidity that gives it a long ending and the flavor of
wild berries. Goes well with red and game meat.
Alcohol: Total Acidity: pH: Wine Varieties: 80% Touriga Nacional, 10% Touriga Franca and
10% Sousão.

Notes:
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Travessa S. Gonçalo nº 2,
S. João de Lobrigos 5030 - 428
Santa Marta de Penaguião – Portugal
export@marthasgroup.com
Land Line: +351 254 828 095
Twitter/facebook/instagram: marthaswines
www.marthasgroup.com

23. Martha’s Wines & Spirits
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Martha’s Wines & Spirits, is a family-owned winery with long lasting ties to the Douro, whose
properties go back to 1727. The knowledge and passion for the wine and for the land has been
transmitted during many generations, which allowed the family to produce premium wines
and spirits with extreme elegance, from some of the best grapes in the region. Since the
beginning that Martha´s differentiation point was to offer not only the best quality products,
but as well as a sensorial experience that could transmit and combine with the artistic
landscape of Douro - charming and artistic bottles that express the passion for the Douro
Valley and Douro River, the vines, the wine and the dedicated winemaking.
The previous generations were an inspiration to the current one, who is reinventing fine spirits
from Portugal, by crafting distilled wine and grapes and ageing them in port wine barrels.
We invite you to discover our artistic patrimony though our singular bottles across
Martha´s portfolio.

MARTHA’S DOC DOURO 2015
Martha’s family has selected a batch of wines from Portuguese
native grape varieties that shows the freshness and true expression
of the Douro grapes. The maturation in barrels plays an important
role on its evolution.
Alcohol: 13%
Ageing: 6 months in barrels
Grape varieties: Touriga Nacional, Tinta Barroca, Tinta Roriz
Production: 20.000 bottles
Soil: Schist
Sub region: Baixo Corgo

MARTHA’S MOSCATEL DO DOURO DOC
It’s a fortified wine that shows a vibrant gold color, very aromatic with
hints of orange and honey, and a fresh and well balanced acidity.
Classification: Douro DOC
Alcohol: 17%
Ageing: Oak ageing for a few months followed by stainless steal.
Grape varieties: Moscatel Galego
Production: 50.000 bottles
Awards: Decanter 87 points , Wine Enthusiast 87 points, Gold Medal Japan Wine Challenge 2014, Coupe du Coeur - Dijon, France, Wine
Callenge 2014
Drink Suggestions: Enjoy it on its own or with ice and lemon peel.

Notes:
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MARTHA’S SPECIAL RESERVE TAWNY PORT
Martha's Special Reserve Tawny port it’s a special selection of aged
Tawny ports matured in wood for an average of 8 years.
Alcohol: 19,5%
Ageing: 8 years
Grape varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz, Tinta
Amarela, Tinto Cão, Tinta Barroca
Production: 30.000 bottles
Awards: Decanter 91 points, Wine Enthusiast 90 points & Editors´choice,
Andreas Larsson 92 points, Gold Medal by Selection das genuss
magazin germany selezione del sindaco 2015 - medaglia d'oro

MARTHA’S DECANTER 10 YEARS OLD
It’s a superior aged tawny, matured in oak casks for 10 years. It has deep
tawny color, with great complexity of nutty and toasty aromas, and a
great full-bodied lingering finish.
Alcohol: 19,5%
Ageing: 10 years
Grape varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz, Tinta
Amarela, Tinto Cão, Tinta Barroca
Production: 10.000 bottles
Awards: Bronze Medal - International Wine Challenge, 89 Points Wine
Enthusiast, Bronze Medal - The Drinks Business, Silver Medal - Decanter
Asia Wine Awards, International Wine Challenge Bucharest Gold
Medal, Bronze Medal & Best Portuguese Wine - China Winepress
Grand Awards

Notes:
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MARTHA’S HARVEST 2006
It’s a single harvest tawny from 2006. shows a good concentration of aromas
with dried fruits and caramel notes. On the palate the acidity blends well with
the hearty flavors of toffee and spices. Its never-ending finish will grasp your
attention.
Alcohol: 19,5%
Ageing: small french oak barrels until 2015
Grape varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz, Tinta Amarela,
Tinto Cão, Tinta Barroca
Production: 10.000 bottles
Awards: 90 Points Wine Enthusiast (June 2016); International Wine ChallengeCommended Medal; Revista Paixao pelo Vinho 16,5/20 ; Gold Medal - Selection
Pramiert - Germany

MARTHA’S 20 YEARS OLD
It is considered the “jewel of the family”, a greater port in all meanings. Aged
for a period of 20 years in wooden casks, it has an intense amber tawny color
and rich and extravagant nose of complex nutty aromas, with a well-balanced
and elegant finish.
Alcohol: 19,5%
Ageing: 20 years
Grape varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz, Tinta Amarela,
Tinto Cão, Tinta Barroca
Production: 3000 bottles
Awards: Gold Medal - CWSA -China Wines & Spirits Awards ; Gold Medal - III
Concurso Internacional Vinhos Cidade Porto; Escanções de Portugal- 89
Pontos – Tambuladeira de Prata

Notes:
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MARTHA’S FAMILY CRAFTED BRANDY
Handcrafted brandy made by high-quality distilled wine and matured
in wood. A sublime brandy from selected small batches, showing
already good maturity but still resembling the fruit of the original wine
with exotic touches of vanilla, intense and elegant at the same time.
Alcohol: 36,5%
Ageing: wood vats
Production: 25000 bottles
Awards: IWSC – Bronze medal, 87 points by Andreas Larrson, SILVER
Medal, IWC Bucharest, 16/20 Revista Paixão pelo Vinho

MARTHA’S AGUARDENTE VÍNICA VELHA – OLD BRANDY
A distilled wine spirit made by the traditional production method and
matured in wooden casks previously used to age port wine for decades,
giving these rich and complex aromas of spices and dried fruits, showing a
great softness, noblesse and a long and lasting finish.
Alcohol: 40%
Ageing: aged for over 10 years in old port wine barrels.
Production: 20000 bottles
Awards: 89 points by Andreas Larsson, Gold Medal IWC Bucharest, Silver
medal Prodexpo Tasting Contest – Moscow , 17/20 at Revista de Vinhos,
Essencia do Vinho e Paixao pelo Vinho

Notes:
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MARTHA’S AGUARDENTE BAGACEIRA- FINE DIGESTIVE
An Artisanal Grape Marc Spirit, carefully made by distilling
high-quality grapes. An imposing spirit showing aromas of fresh
herbs and flowers, full-bodied and appealing with a refreshing and
powerful finish.
Alcohol: 37,5%
Ageing: stainless steal
Production: 20000 bottles
Awards: 91 points by Andreas Larsson, Gold Medal IWC Bucharest,
Silver medal Prodexpo Tasting Contest – Moscow , 16,5/20 at Revista
de Vinhos, Bronze medal at IWSC

MARTHA’S AGUARDENTE BAGACEIRA VELHA – CASK MADE
Artisanal Aged Grape Marc Spirit.
An artisanal digestive carefully made by distilling high-quality grapes
and later matured in wood. A majestic spirit showing exotic touches
of spices, surrounded by toasted wood, with a clean and sophisticated
finish.
Alcohol: 37,5%
Ageing: oak barrels
Production: 20000 bottles
Awards: Gold Medal IWC Bucharest, 17/ 20 at Revista de Vinhos

Notes:
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Quinta da Senhora do Rosario
5130- 326 São João da Pesqueira
Portugal
info@quevedoportwine.com
Land line: +351 254 484 323
www.quevedoportwine.com
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/quevedowines

24. QUEVEDO
Quevedo is a family owned Port and Douro winegrowers, with the members of the fourth
and fifth generation actively involved in the business, based in the Douro valley, north of
Portugal. The family owns and harvests a total of 100 hectares of vines, some of the most
desirable vineyard estates across the Douro valley, in Portugal. These range, among others,
from Quinta Vale d'Agodinho in Ferradosa, one of the best locations for Port production, to
Quinta da Trovisca, a remarkable vineyard property located in the fresh and sunny foothills
in S. João da Pesqueira.
It is with an eye for the continued success of the family winery, and the success of their
business partners, that they have developed a strategic direction that protects and enhances the things they hold most dear – family, farming and quality wine for consumers.
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TROVISCA WHITE
Nose: Sweet flavor that is similar to honey and jelly. White fruit nuances
that resemble pear or apple jam. On palate it has a fruity intensity, with
a grat balance between acidity and sweetness. Full and structured
finish. Totally destemmed grapes, followed by a slow fermentation with
temperature control up to 22°C degrees. Soft filtration.
Grapes Varieties: Gouveio (20%), Malvasia Fina (18%), Moscatel Galego
(15%), Rabigato (15%), Donzelinho(10%), Viosinho (10%), Codega (10%),
Others (2%) | Type: Porto | Alcool: 19,5% | Total Acidity: 3,49 g/l | pH: 3,43

TROVISCA TAWNY
Flavor: Sweet flavors such as jam and plum. Certain hints of hazelnut
ans dried fruit, for example figs. On the palate it reveals a nice balance
between acidity and sweetness, well integrated with wood and with
a nice lingering finish.
Totally destemmed grapes followed by a slow fermentation with
temperature control up to 25°C degrees. Soft filtration.
Grapes Varieties: Touriga Franca (25%), Tinta Roriz (25%), Tinta Barroca
(20%), Touriga Nacional (5%), Tinto Cão (5%), Others (20%) | Type:
Porto | Alcool: 19,5% | Total Acidity: 4,15 g/l | pH: 3,28

Notes:
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TROVISCA RUBY
Nose: red fruit such as strawberry, raspberry and redcurrant.
On palate it is smooth and fresh, with round tannins and fruity
nuances evocative of drawberry and blackberry.
Totally destemmed grapes followed by a slow fermentation with
temperature control up to 25°C degrees. Soft filtration.
Grapes Varieties: Touriga Franca (35%), Tinta Roriz (35%), Touriga
Nacional (10%), Others (20%) | Type: Porto | Alcool: 19,5% | Total
Acidity: 3,80 g/l | pH: 3,62

TROVISCA HARVEST 2000
Nose: Ripe blueberry, cinnamon, and grape lifesaver with a
backdrop of spice, with some influence from the oak. On the
palate is shows a plum and Kirsch taste initially, with a chocolaty
note and hints of walnut on the aftertaste. Totally destemmed
grapes followed by a slow fermentation with temperature control
up to 27°C degrees. Not filtered. Bottled in July 2014.
Grapes Varieties: Touriga Nacional (15%), Touriga Franca (35%),
Tinta Roriz (20%), Tinto Cão (8%), Tinta Barroca (10%), Outras (12%)
| Type: Porto | Alcool: 19,5% | Total Acidity: 4,62g/l | pH: 3,24

Notes:
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CLAUDIA’S WHITE 2016
On the nose its shows a very fine and complex aroma, with mineral and
slightly smoky aromas, together with a citric note flavour, always very
elegant. On the palate it presents a nice structure and complexity with good
freshness and mineral notes, finishing round. The wet winter of 2014/15 was
followed by a mellow spring with early flowering. May and June did not
present a risk of diseases and the yields were not affected. Summer was hot
and dry leading to an early harvest, which took place during the first week of
September. The hand picked grapes were brought to the winery and sorted.
On the next day the liquid was decanted and fermented at low
temperature. It was bottled in March 2016 without malolactic fermentation
after ageing for 6 months in new French oak barrel. Long batonnage helped
to enrich its body and complexity.
Grapes Varieties: Viosinho, Gouveio, Arinto | Type: White | Alcool: 13% | Total
Acidity: 5,77 g/l | pH:3,20

CLAUDIA’S RED 2014
Dark ruby colour; Aroma: rich red and black fruit flavours with blackberries
and plums standing out; Palate firm, with a nice tannic structure, though
soft and balanced with a firm acidity. Wet winter and spring, followed by
some moister during flowering brought the freshness necessary to make
balanced elegant wines. The rain during the month of September created
some challenges for the winemaking. Extra attention was put on the hand
made harvest and selection of the grapes in the vineyards. Fermented in
stainless steel tanks for 10 days, with long maceration occurring at around
25ºC. Low pumping in order to avoid extraction of dry tannins. Enjoyed a 12
month aging in second year 500 later French oak cask. Bottled in June 2016.
Grapes Varieties: Touriga Franca (35%), Tinta Roriz (30%), Touriga Nacional
(30%), Tinto Cão (2,5%), Tinta Amarela (2,5%) | Alcool: 13,3% | Total Acidity: 5,2
g/l | pH: 3,61

Notes:
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OSCAR’S WHITE 2015
A full nose of tropical fruits backed with some citrus, reminiscent of pear,
passion fruit, and lemon zest blended with a touch of white pepper. This
smoothly textured medium to full bodied white exacerbates limoncello,
fine minerality, and a clean citrus flavour that lingers on and excites the
taste buds. The wet winter was followed by a mellow spring, that brought
an early flowering. During May and June the vineyards were safe from
diseases which did not affect the quantity or quality of the grapes grown.
Summer was hot and a slightly dry, and because of that grapes got
matured and ready for the harvest in the beginning of September. As
usual, the hand picked grapes were brought to the winery and sorted. The
juice of the delicately crushed and pressed berries was fermented with
temperature control up to 18ºC. After fermentation we aged it for two
month on the lees. Bottled in March 2016;
Grapes Varieties: Viosinho (50%), Gouveio (45%), Arinto (5%). | Type: White |
Alcool: 13,0% | Total Acidity: 5,80 g/l | pH: 3,14

WHITE PORT
Vineyards - mainly Quinta da Trovisca
Grapes / Varieties - Gouveio (20%), Malvasia Fina (18%), Moscatel Galego (15%),
Rabigato (15%), Donzelinho (10%), Viosinho (10%), Códega (10%), Others (2%).
Total acidity - 3,49(g/l) Alc. - 19,5% pH - 3,43 RS - 99(g/l)
Bottle shelf after opening: up to 2 months
Try it chilled as an aperitif, with foie gras or with dessert
Tasting notes:
Color: light straw. Sweet flavour that is similar to honey and jelly. White fruit
nuances that resemble pear or apple jam.
On the mouth it has a fruity intensity, with a great balance between acidity
and sweetness. Full and structured finish.
Try Quevedo White with 3⁄4 of tonic and 1⁄4 port, ice and fresh mint.
Winemaking details: Totally destemmed and crushed grapes, followed by a
slow fermentation with skin contact. Fermentation temperature controlled
up to 22ºC degrees. Soft filtration.

Notes:
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LBV 2012
Flavour: concentration of red fruit such as raspberry and strawberry, with
hints of black pepper. On the palate: full-bodied with good structure, lots of
tannins and again plenty of fruit flavors. Fine acidity with great length and a
spicy finish. 2012 was a very dry year with around 50% of the average rainfall.
Vines produced 35% less than average. The maturation was about a couple
of weeks behind, as the flowering and color changing also arrived later. The
phenolic maturity was a bit behind the alcoholic, meaning that grapes
showed a higher potential alcohol when reaching the perfect (if that exists)
harvest timing. Harvest started on the 17th of September. Totally
destemmed and crushed grapes, followed by a slow fermentation with
temperature control up to 27ºC degrees. Aged in 14.000 oak vat. Soft
filtration and bottling in September 2016.
Grapes Varieties: Touriga Nacional (25%), Touriga Franca (25%), Tinta Roriz
(15%), Tinta Barroca (10%), Tinto Cão (5%), Other (20%). | Type: Porto | Alcool:
19,5% | Total Acidity: 4,10g/l | pH: 3,63

QUEVEDO RUBY
Flavour: red fruit such as cherry, raspberry and redcurrant. In the mouth it
is full bodied and dense with clear tannins with some fruity nuances
evocative of plum and black fruit jam. Ruby Port is a blend of young and
fresh Ports from different harvests that aged without contact with
oxygen. Totally destemmed grapes, followed by a slow fermentation with
temperature control up to 28ºC degrees. Soft filtration. Winemaker:
Cláudia Quevedo
Grapes Varieties: Touriga Franca (30%), Tinta Roriz (25%), Tinta Barroca
(15%), Touriga Nacional (10%), Other (20%). | Type: Porto | Alcool: 19,5% |
Total Acidity: 3,80g/l | pH: 3,62

Notes:
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QUEVEDO 10 YEARS OLD
Flavour: very balanced with flavors of dried fruit, cinnamon and a
certain floral note. Well defined aromas of wood, resulting from ageing
in very old oak.
On the palate light coffee beans. Nice lingering finish.
Totally destemmed grapes, followed by a slow fermentation with
temperature control up to 28º C degrees. Soft filtration. Winemaker:
Cláudia Quevedo
Grapes Varieties: Touriga Franca (25%), Tinta Roriz (25%), Touriga
Nacional (5%), Tinto Cão (5%), Tinta Barroca (20%), Others (20%) | Type:
Porto | Alcool: 19,5% | Total Acidity: 4,35g/l | pH: 3,42

QUEVEDO 20 YEARS OLD
Flavour: notes of almonds and caramelized walnuts and an undertone
of coconut.
On the palate is soft and approachable with dark raisins along with
some sweet caramel and toffee.
Totally destemmed grapes, followed by a slow fermentation with
temperature control up to 26º C degrees. No filtration.
Grapes Varieties: Undetermined | Type: Porto | Alcool: 19,5% | Total
Acidity: 4,19g/l | pH: 3,56

Notes:
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QUEVEDO ROSÉ
Flavour: tropical notes combined with a mild flavour of raspberry and
strawberry . On the palate is fresh with delicious ripe strawberry and
raspberry fruit flavors, and nuances of tropical fruits
Grapes and crushed and few hours after the juice is decanted to
limited contact with the skin and avoid too much color extraction; it
fermented at a cold temperature for 10 days
Grapes Varieties: Touriga Nacional (40%), Touriga Franca (30%), Sousão
(30%) | Type: Porto | Alcool: 19,5% | Total Acidity: 3,74g/l | pH: 3,55

Notes:
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Quinta da Gaivosa, Apartado 15,
5030-055, Santa Marta de Penaguião
Portugal
info@alvesdesousa.com
Land line: +351 254 822 111
Cell: +351 914 082 322
www.alvesdesousa.com
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/alvesdesousadouroeporto

25. ALVES DE SOUSA
"The Alves de Sousa family makes wines in the Douro Valley for 5 Generations. Presently
we have a quite diverse Portfolio of Ports and Douro wines coming exclusively from the
family's 6 Vineyards. The quality and singularity of our wines have been widely recognised
with distinctions and mentions in the most acclaimed national and international
publications (Robert Parker, Jancis Robinson, Decanter...), with a very special highlight
for the "Producer of the Year" award presented in 1999 and again in 2006 by the most
important Portuguese Wine Magazine (“Revista de Vinhos”), becoming the first in the history
to receive twice the most coveted and prestigious distinction for Portuguese wine producers."
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GAIVOSA WHITE 2016
Total destemming with soft pressing and decanting.
Fermentated at 16ºC for 15 days (70% in stainless steel vats/
30% in 3rd year French oak). Aged for 4 months over the fine
lees with “battonage”. Clear and citric. With a very expressive
and elegant aroma to white flowers, fresh melon, mineral and
light vanilla. Fresh and complex with a good volume on the
mouth. Harmonizes well with salmon, cod-fish but also with
chicken and turkey.
Best served at: 10ºC.
Alcohol: 12%
Total Acidity: 4,4 g/dm3
pH: 3,47
Wine Varieties: Malvasia fina, Gouveio and Arinto.

BERÇO WHITE 2012
Total destemming with soft pressing and decanting.
Fermentation in new French oak. Aged for 15 months over the
fine lees with “battonage” in new French oak. Bright and citric.
Very mineral, with limes and a very subtle and classy toast.
Very complex and fresh, deeply delicate and elegant. Great
aging ability. Pairs well with salmon, cod-fish but also chicken
and turkey dishes.
Best served at: 12ºC.
Alcohol: 12,5%
Total acidity: 6,38 g/dm3
pH: 3,29
Wine Varieties: Avesso and Arinto.

Notes:
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VALE DA RAPOSA RESERVE RED 2015
Total destemming
- 6 days fermentation with temperature control + 3 days maceration
12months in 3rd year French oak. Ruby color. Flavors of black currants,
violets, pine and dark chocolate. Smooth, very elegant and complex,
showing dark plums and a very refined coffee hint. Great class and
elegance.
Food pairing: roasted poultry, but also beef, charcuterie, cheeses.
Serve at 16-18 º C.
Alcohol: 14%
Total Acidity: 4,83 g/L
pH: 3,77
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Tinto Cão, Tinta Roriz and Touriga
Franca.

GAIVOSA PRIMEIROS ANOS RED 2013
Total destemmed. Fermented for 8 days with controlled temperature
plus 3 days more for maceration. Aged for 12 months in 2nd and 3rd
year in French oak. A beautifully rich, tarry wine. With graceful notes
of cedar, fresh blueberries and aromatic Moroccan mint. Delicate
touch of chocolate on the palate with firm crunchy berry fruit flavours.
A big wine but with elegance and soft resolved tannins. Very polished
with a mile long finish which oozes class and quality (in Decanter W.
W.Awards). Best served at: 17ºC.
Alcohol: 15%
Total Acidity: 4,9 g/dm3
pH: 3,73
Wine Varieties: Sousão, Tinta Amarela and Touriga Nacional.

Notes:
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QUINTA DA GAIVOSA RED 2013
Total destemmed. 10 days of fermentation at 20-22ºC. 7 days of
maceration. Aged for 15 months in new and 2nd year French oak.
Deep ruby color. Raspberry flavours with eucalyptus leaves and
dry dark plums. Solid, with great structure, but with the typical
balance and elegance of Gaivosa. Great complexity and facing
many and good years in front.
Best served at: 17ºC.
Alcohol: 14,50%
Total Acidity: 5,1 g/dm3
pH: 3,61
Wine Varieties:Touriga Franca, Touriga Nacional, Tinto Cão and
others.

ABANDONADO RED 2013
Total destemming. Fermentation for 9 days with controlled
temperature, plus 10 more days for maceration. Aged for 18
months in new French and Portuguese oak (225L capac.).
Deep ruby color. Great aromatic complexity and freshness,
with quite unique balsamic and tar flavours, liquorice and
black berries. Pure refinement, with delicacy, minerality and
an extraordinary purity of fruit. It feels the schist, the surrounding
forest, the freshness of the altitude, in a pure expression of the
vineyard’s nature. An exercise of pure elegance and class of one
of the most iconic vineyards of the Douro and Portugal.
Best served at: 17ºC.
Alcohol: 14,5%
Total Acidity: 4,9 g/dm3
pH: 3,68
Wine Varieties: Tinta Amarela Touriga Franca, Touriga Nacional,
Sousão, others (20 indigenous grapes field-blend).

Notes:
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CALDAS PORTO WHITE
Fermented for 3 to 4 days, then stopped with the addition
of Aguardente 77% V/V. Copper color. Caramel and Maple
syrup flavors but with a refreshing citric character. Velvety,
very aromatic, it’s definitely a new and very welcome
interpretation of white Port.
Best served at: 10ºC.
Alcohol: 19,1%
Total Acidity: 4,60 g/dm3
pH: 3,50
Wine Varieties: Malvasia Fina, Viosinho, Gouveio and others.

QUINTA DA GAIVOSA PORTO WHITE 10 YEARS
Vinified like a red Port, fermenting with the skins for 3 to 4 days,
to extract more flavours and complexity. The fermentation was
stopped close to its middle (earlier than most White Ports) with
the addition of “Aguardente” (wine spirit) 77% V/V. Aged for 10
years in old French oak barrels. Amber colour. Very complex, with
herbs, spices, dry orange peel, maple syrup and almonds. Full
bodied and refined by the aging, gathering nuances of marmalade,
caramel and nuts.
Best served at: 12ºC.
Alcohol: 19,5%
Total Acidity: 2,97 g/dm3
pH: 3,75
Wine Varieties: Malvasia fina, Viosinho, Gouveio and others.

Notes:
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QUINTA DA GAIVOSA PORTO TAWNY 10 YEARS
Light amber color. On the aromas a mixture of fresh fruits
and matured like hazelnut and almond. On the palate full
body, has a very intense and persistent aftertaste. Good with
dry fruits, almonds or desserts.
Best served at: >8ºC.
Alcool: 19,5%
Total Acidity: 3,62 gr/dm3
pH: 3,63
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Tinta Roriz, Tinta Barroca,
Touriga Franca and Tinto Cão.

QUINTA DA GAIVOSA PORTO TAWNY 20 YEARS
Fermented for 3 to 4 days with indigenous yeasts at 20-25ºc;
then stopped for the addition of “Aguardente” (wine spirit).
Aged for about 20 years in old French oak barrels. Amber color.
Rich and very complex, full of spices, toffee, caramel and herbal
notes. Wonderfully refined by time, it expresses the beauty of the
maturity of the 20 Year Old Tawny category.
Best served at: 15ºC.
Alcool: 19,5%
Total acidity: 5,19 g/dm3
pH: 3,57
Wine Varieties: Touriga Franca, Tinto Cão, Tinta Barroca and others.

Notes:
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QUINTA DA GAIVOSA PORTO LBV 2013
Deep ruby colour. Flavors of dry dark plums and liquorice. Full
bodied but very smooth. Macerated cherries and dark chocolate
notes, with firm but well integrated tannins. Long and harmonious
finish. Almost a Vintage Port.Fermented for 4 days with indigenous
yeasts in “lagar” with foot-treading, then stopped for the addition
of “Aguardente” (wine spirit) 77% V/V. Aged for 4 years in old casks
and concrete vats.
Best served at: 15ºC.
Alcool: 19,5%
Total Acidity: 4,17 gr/dm3
pH: 3,86
Wine Varieties: Touriga Franca, Touriga Nacional, Tinto Cão and
Tinta Roriz.

ALVES DE SOUSA PORTO VINTAGE 2015
Fermented for 6 days with indigenous yeasts in “lagar” with
treading, then stopped with the addition of Aguardente 77%
V/VDark ruby colour. Aged for 2 years. Deep flavor with mint,
dark chocolate, dry dark plums and herbs. Dense, with a great
structure but extraordinary balanced. Spicy and with an intense
and very long after taste. It’s a wine with a long and auspicious
life ahead.
Best served at: 15ºC.
Alcool: 19,5%
Total acidity: 4,56 g/dm3
pH: 3,73
Wine Varieties: Touriga Franca, Touriga Nacional and Sousão.

Notes:
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Caves Santa Marta Vinhos e Derivados, Crl
Apartado 50
5031 – 909 Santa Marta De Penaguião
Portugal
geral@cavessantamarta.pt
Land line: +351 254 810 313
www.cavessantamarta.pt
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/CavesSantaMarta

26. CAVES SANTA MARTA
Caves Santa Marta, Vinhos e Derivados, CRL - is a company with 50 years of history,
located in Santa Marta de Penaguião, right in the heart of the Douro Region. This Douro
municipality, "Land Penaguião" was one of the first to belong to the first Pombaline
demarcation ordered by Royal Charter 1756, for the fine wines of feitoria. Two centuries
later, a group of winemakers unhappy with the reality of regional viticulture, and because
they believed that the cooperative would be the best way to promote the main product
of its activities - the wine, founded the Adega Cooperativa de Santa Marta in 1959.
In the following year, are also created in the county wineries cooperatives Cumieira and
Medrões. In the 70s the three wineries join commercially to definitely merge in 1987,
giving rise to known Caves Santa Marta.
In 1998, the winery business Caves Santa Marta, was the first cooperative to get a vintage,
the 1998 Vintage Port. In 2001 it was considered the Best Cooperative Winery of the Year.
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CAVES SANTA MARTA WHITE 2016
Reception with crushing and destemming, tap-open
fermentation and temperature controlled. Citrine color, fruity
aroma, flavor and persistent complex. Combines with
appetizers and fish dishes; Consume between 8 - 10 ° C.
Grapes Varieties: Fernão Pires, Malvasia Fina and Viosinho
Type: White
Alcohol: 12%
Total Acidity: 4,8 g/dm³
Ph: 3,30

CAVES SANTA MARTA RED 2015
With total destemming, fermentation with slight maceration
and controlled temperature. Rubí color, fruity aroma,
lingering taste harmonious wine. It combines with meat
dishes, stews and cheeses; Consuming 16-18 ° C.
Grapes Varieties: Tinta Roriz, Touriga Nacional and Tinta
Barroca
Type: Red
Alcohol: 12.5%
Total Acidity: 5,3g/dm³
Ph: 3,48

Notes:
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CAVES SANTA MARTA ROSÉ 2017
Reception without crushing and de-stemming, tap-open
fermentation and temperature controlled. Red color,
aroma of red fruits particularly the Strawberry taste
sweet fruit, a balanced wine and fresh. Combines with
toast, as an aperitif; seafood dishes, grilled and even as a
cocktail; Consume between 8 - 10 ° C.
Grapes Varieties: Touriga Franca.

CAVES SANTA MARTA RESERVE 2014
Reception destemmed, fermentation maceration, controlled
temperature at 20-24 ° C with periodic pumping; Stage in
French oak for 6 to 10 months. Red Ruby color, aroma of ripe
black fruit with integrated wood notes, a full-bodied flavor, soft
tannins and persistent and long finish, good complexity. It
combines with meat dishes, stews and cheeses; Consume
between 16-18°C.
Grapes Varieties: Tinta Roriz, Touriga Franca and Touriga
Nacional
Type: Red
Alcohol: 13,50 %
Total Acidity: 5,6 g/dm³
Ph: 3,54

Notes:
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MONTES PINTADOS 2013
Reception selected vineyards and land with total
destemming; Prolonged slight alcoholic fermentation and
maceration; Stage in barrels of French oak and six months
in bottle over 6 months. Granada color, aroma black fruit
and oak notes, full-bodied flavor, soft tannins and
persistent. It combines with red meat dishes and cheeses;
Consume between 16-18°C.
Grapes Varieties: Tinta Roriz, Touriga Franca and Touriga
Nacional
Type: Red
Alcohol: 14%
Total Acidity: 5,6 g/dm³
Ph: 3,57

CSM “59” RESERVE WHITE 2015
Reception without crushing and destemming; fermentation at
controlled temperature 12-14 ° C; Winemaking in Barrica French
oak. Discreet aroma of citrus, orange peel, in perfect balance
with suggestive notes of toasted French oak barrels; elegant
taste with aromatic complexity. Consume between 12-14 °C.
Grapes Varieties: Fernão Pires e Viosinho
Type: White
Alcohol: 13,5%
Total Acidity: 4,5 g/dm³
Ph: 3,37

Notes:
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CSM “59” RED 2012
Reception without crushing and destemming; fermentation at
controlled temperature of 26 - 28 ° C; Internship in French oak 1
year and 6 months in the bottle more. Granada color, aroma
wild berries, a voluminous flavor with intense tannins, a persistent and deep wine. Consume between 16-18 °C.
Grapes Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Tinta Roriz and Toruiga
Franca
Type: Red
Alcohol: 13%
Total Acidity: 5,2 g/dm³
Ph: 3,60

TOURIGA NACIONAL RESERVE
Young and vibrant aroma intense fruity with blackberry and
raspberry nuances. In the mouth shows a dyeing with very good
overall freshness, tannins and ripe with claw. An elegant Touriga
Nacional, balanced and exquisite.
Grapes Varieties: Touriga Nacional
Type: Red
Alcohol: 14%
Total Acidity: 5,6g/dm³
Ph: 3,6

Notes:
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PORTO WHITE
Reception without crushing and de-stemming, fermentation in stainless
steel tanks with scheduled pumping with maceration. Straw color, velvety
aroma with dried fruit and honey notes, rich flavor with good structure a
warm and velvety wine. Consuming 6-10°C.
Grapes Varieties: Varieties authorized in the Douro Demarcated Region
Type: White
Alcohol: 19%
Total Acidity: 2.94g/dm³
Ph: 3,51
Bé: 3,5

PORTO TAWNY
Reception with crushing and destemming, fermentation maceration.
Color Auburn, dried fruit aroma, taste good structure and a final course
very long, a good structure and persistence. Consume between 16-18 ° C.
Grapes Varieties: Varieties authorized in the Douro Demarcated Region
Type: Red
Alcohol: 19%
Total Acidity: 4,1g/dm³
Ph: 3,38
Bé: 3,2

PORTO RUBY
Reception with de-stemming, fermentation maceration with controlled
temperature (22-25°C) and frequent pumping. Rubí color, aroma of red fruits,
jam a complex and rich wine. It combines well if served with a slice of orange
and ice Consuming at 12-16 ° C.
Grapes Varieties: Varieties authorized in the Douro Demarcated Region
Type: Red
Alcohol: 19%
Total Acidity: 4,0g/dm³
Ph: 3,59
Bé: 3,2

Notes:
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PORTO CONDE DE GUIÃO WHITE 10 ANOS
Reception without destemming, fermentation maceration.
Golden color, aroma of floral type - chamomile and orange
blossom with honey tones, semi-sweet flavor taste, glycerin,
with ripe fruit, surrounded by a fresh intensity, aftertaste of fat
and persistent flavor, fragrant a great nectar. Consuming at is
cool (8 to 10 ° C), with foie gras or tapas, poking here and
there, or as input a good meal starting with a plate of olives
and cold meats.
Grapes Varieties: Malvasia Fina, Malvasia Rei and Fernão
Pires
Type: White
Alcohol: 20%
Total Acidity: 4,62g/dm³
Ph: 3,27
Bé: 3,4

PORTO CONDE DE GUIÃO TAWNY 10 ANOS
Reception with destemming; Fermentation skin maceration
and with remounting and controlled temperature. Color
Auburn, aroma of dried fruits with characteristics of the age,
pleasant taste with aroma of mouth prolonged, perfumed, a
great nectar. Consume between 12-14 ° C.
Grapes Varieties: Varieties authorized in the Douro Demarcated Region
Type: Red
Alcohol: 20%
Total Acidity: 5,9g/dm³
Ph: 3,3
Bé: 4,0

Notes:
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Rua da Praça, Nº 4
Casal de Loivos
5085-010 Pinhão
Portugal
dorigem@dorigem.pt Land
line: +351 254 731 888
Cell: +351 962 376
www.dorigem.pt

27. D´ORIGEM
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D’Origem is a company manufacturer and bottler of wines D.O.C. Douro (Registered
Designation of Origin), born in 2001.
D’Origem bet on the quality of its wines, coming from its properties located in Casal de Loivos,
6 km away from Pinhão, in the Douro Region.
The brands: Herança (Inheritance) and Velha Geração (Old Generation), are a tribute to the
generations of this family who, over many years, produced the best wines of the region.
Currently, the company is led by the fourth generation of the family.
In addition to the wines, D’Origem produces and markets:
• Olive oil with low acidity, from existing olive trees on the farm;
• Grape juice, a great alternative for those who cannot or will not consume alcoholic beverages;
If you go to Casal de Loivos you may also visit the Museum of Olive Oil, owned by D'Origem, a
space where olive oil was produced by the traditional system until 2000. If you want you can
make tastings of olive oil and other products of this Douro company.

VELHA GERAÇÃO GRAND RESERVE 2013
Wine-Stripping and crushing in wine-presses, fermentation for 10 days at controlled
temperature 24/28ºC. Aging for 18 months in new american and french oak. Very
Concentrate Ruby. Aroma of cherry juice with balsam and spices scents. Smooth but
strong tannins with a prolongued ending. Delicious with dishes with intense flavours
like: grilled meat or strong cheese.
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz and grapes from old
vineyards.
Acquired alcoholic content: 14 %
Total Acidity: 5,4 g/l
Ph: 3,5

VELHA GERAÇÃO WHITE 2016
Made in a stainless steel vat at temperature of 14/17 ºC. It stayed in the bottle
during one month. Filtering and sterilization through filter boards.Citrine. Fruity
and floral aromas. Fresh and well-balanced.
Wine varieties: Malvasia Fina, Viosinho, Gouveio, Códega.
Acquired alcoholic content: 13 %
Total Acidity: 5,6 g/l
Ph: 3,5

HERANÇA 2011
Wine-Stripping and crushing in wine-presses, fermentation for 10 days at controlled
temperature 24/28ºC. Aging for 3 months in american and french oak. Ripe fruits, scents
of rock-rose and wood. Full in the mouth,with smooth tannins and a long endind. It
goes along perfectly with tipical dishes of portuguese and mediterranean cuisine.
Should be served at a temperature of 16/17ºC.
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz, Tinta Barroca.
Acquired alcoholic content: 13,5 %
Total Acidity: 5 g/l
Ph: 3,67

Notes:
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Rua Figueira do Louro, 3
5150-085 Almendra
V.N. de Foz Côa, Portugal
bleite@casadacaldeira.pt
Cell: +351 963 629 228
www.casadacaldeira.pt
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/1CasadaCaldeira

28. CASA DA CALDEIRA
We are a family with estates in the Douro Valley for several generations. Our farming cultures are
the typical of the region: wine, olive oil and almond. In order to make our estates and work more
profitable, we created in November 2013 the brand Casa da Caldeira. We are a environmentally
friendly company. This care can be seen in our agricultural production: our olive growing is organic
and our viticulture is an integrated production. Our wine is made with a cutting-edge technology.
Grape bunches bellow standards are eliminated, full destemming, soft crushing, followed by a period
of cold maceration. Alcoholic fermentation is made in a stainless steel fermentation vessel, with
temperatures that range from 24 to 26 ºC. Natural malolactic fermentation is done at the end of
December, two months after the harvest.
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CONDE DE ALMENDRA RED 2015
Sweet and soft wine with little wood.
It is an original DOC Douro, less heavy than the usual Douros
and easier to drink. It is partially aged in stainless steel vessels
(50%) and in American and French oak barrels (50%).
Alcohol: 13.2%
Total Acidity: 5,3 g/dm3
pH: 3,57
Wine Varieties: 25% Touriga Nacional, 40% Tinta Roriz and
35% Touriga Franca.

CASA DA CALDEIRA RED 2012
It partly ages in stainless steel vessels and 25% of it in French
and American oak barrels. The design is made with vineyard
branches and its color (purple) comes from the grapes.
It shows berry notes on the nose and a soft concentrated
mouth feel.
Alcool: 13,6%
Total acidity: 5,2 g/dm3
pH: 3,59
Wine Varieties: 30% Touriga Nacional, 35% Touriga Franca,
35% Tinta Roriz.

Notes:
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CASA DA CALDEIRA RESERVE RED 2014
Ages for 12 months,partly in stainless steel vessels and half of it in
oak barrels. 1/4 In American oak Barrels 3/4 in French oak Barrels.
The design symbolizes two of the richest resources of Miranda de
Sousa Leite Family: “the vineyards are made of silver andthe grapes
are made of gold. It shows berry notes on the nose and a soft
concentrated mouth feel and a final velvety taste.
Alcohol: 14,1%
Total Acidity: 5,1 g/dm3
pH: 3,64
Wine Varieties: : 50% Touriga Nacional, 25% Touriga Franca, and
25% Tinta Roriz. .

CASA DA CALDEIRA GRAND RESERVE RED 2014
It ages for twelve monthsin new oakbarrels. 1/3 in american oak
and 2/3 french oak. The design: The gold printed on the grapes
and the company logo stands for the refinementof this wine, as
it is our highest category. It shows berry notes on the nose and
a soft concentrated mouth feel and a final velvety taste with
shades of liquorice.
Alcohol: 14,6%
Total Acidity: 5,4 g/dm3
pH: 3,59
Wine Varieties: 70% Touriga Nacional, 20% Touriga Franca and
10% Tinta Roriz.

Notes:
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Folias de Baco, Unipessoal Lda.
Rua António Cândido, 7
5070-029 Alijó,
Portugal
info@foliasdebaco.com
Cell: +351 960 487 850
www.foliasdebaco.com

29. FOLIAS DE BACO
The passion for the vineyards and wine can be felt in every wine bottle produced
by Folias de Baco. A perfect combination between tradition and innovation with
an irreverent touch, results in the whites, reds and late harvest nectars, all showing
the unique character from the cooler slopes of the Douro Valley.
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OLHO NO PÉ MOSCATEL GALEGO WHITE 2016
Gentle pressing of whole clusters. Stainless steel fermentation.
A young and seductive wine, particularly indicated for the warm
seasons.
Wine Varieties: 100% Moscatel Galego White
Type: White
Alcool: 12,23%
Total Acidity: 7,08 g/dm3
pH: 3,13
Production: 8.600 bottles

OLHO NO PÉ PINOT NOIR RESERVE 2014
Lagar fermentation, of partially de-stemmed clusters. Malolactic
fermentation in Barrel and aging for 36 months. Medium ruby
colour. Complex, mature varietal aroma with black cherries, raspberries and blueberries, together with forest and tobacco notes, with
subtle oak hints. Quite elegant and fresh in mouth with a supple,
smooth velvety texture, and very long finish. A perfect pairing of
game meats, birds and white meats.
Wine Varieties: 100% Pinot noir
Type: Red
Alcool: 13,18%
Total Acidity: 5,5 g/dm3
pH: 3,57
Production: 2600 bottles

Notes:
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OLHO NO PÉ ROSÉ PINOT NOIR 2016
Gentle pressing of whole clusters. Stainless steel fermentation.
Pale salmon color. Very delicate notes of raspeberry, orange
blossoms, sour cherry, and a little touch of fresh pepper.
Wine Varieties: 100% Pinot Noir
Type: Rosé Wine
Alcool: 12,63%
Total Acidity: 6,36 g/dm3
pH: 3,23
Production: 10.600 bottles

OLHO NO PÉ VINHAS VELHAS RESERVE WHITE 2015
Gentle pressing of whole clusters. Barrel fermentation and aging
for 14 months. This wine shows the old vines concentration with
delightful aromatic and flavor intensity. A complex and mysterious
wine, full of structure, to enjoy with intense gastronomy.
Wine Varieties: Field blend of very old vines (+70 years old) of at
least 10 different native varieties
Type: White Wine
Alcool: 13,60%
Total Acidity: 5,8 g/dm3
pH: 3,22
Production: 4.050 bottles

Notes:
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OLHO NO PÉ TINTO VINHAS VELHAS RESERVE 2012
Lagar fermentation, of partially de-stemmed clusters. Malolactic
fermentation in Barrel and aging for 36 months. The nose of this wine,
with a black core and garnet rim, smells of red and black forest berries,
savory spice, and demi-glace. There is impressive fruit concentration
here that allows the wine to linger on the palate. An intense and
unique wine, faithful to its origins, to enjoy with intense gastronomy.
Wine Varieties: Field blend of very old vines (+70 years old) of at least 10
different native varieties
Type: Red
Alcool: 13,12%
Total Acidity: 5,4 g/dm3
pH: 3,65
Production: 8.050 bottles

OLHO NO PÉ LATE HARVEST 2012
Hand harvest of selected clusters from old vines (+ 70 years old), with
mixed varieties, being Gouveio the main variety. The harvest of berries
affected with noble rot was made by an average of three pickings in
each vineyard. Slow fermentation (6 months) in used barrels. Golden
color with topaz inflections. Its exuberant nose is tropical, honeyed and
concentrated with a complex maze of smells. The very generous residual
sugar caresses the palate, which is refreshed by the buoyant acidity and
rather low alcohol.
Wine Varieties: Field blend of very old vines (+70 years old) of at least 10
different native varieties
Type: Red
Alcool: 10,9%
Total Acidity: 8,9 g/dm3
pH: 3,23
Production: 3.750 bottles

Notes:
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UIVO ALVARINHO 2016
Gentle pressing of whole clusters. Stainless steel fermentation. A young
and seductive wine, full bodided and with a racy acidity.
Wine Varieties: 100% Alvarinho
Type: White wine
Alcool: 12,54%
Total Acidity: 7,50 g/dm3
pH: 2,90
Production: 2.600 bottles

UIVO RENEGADO 2016
Lagar fermentation, of partially whole clusters, with a short maceration.
Malolactic fermentation in Barrel and aging for 6 months. The nose of
this wine is intense, full of small red fruits. In the mouth it is light and
refreshing, resembling a white wine. The rather low alcohol, makes it
very easy going and salivating for more.
Wine Varieties: Field blend of very old vines (+70 years old) of at least 20
different native varieties, whites and reds mixed.
Type: Red
Alcool: 11,52%
Total Acidity: 5,4 g/dm3
pH: 3,35
Production: 2.550 bottles

Notes:
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Quinta do loureiro
5050 – 315 Loureiro
Peso da Régua, Portugal
dourocaves@dourocaves.com
Land line: +351 254 321 821
www.dourocaves.com
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/Dourocaves

30. DOUROCAVES
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The “DOUROCAVES – PRODUÇÃO, TRANSFORMAÇÃO E COMÉRCIO DE VINHOS, S.A.” was
established in 1992 and is located at Loureiro, Peso da Régua, in the heart of Douro Region.
Innitially, the strategy was focused on Port Wine production which was marketed to the
main international exporters. Amongst them we can mention Gran Cruz, Symington,
Taylor’s, Porto Poças, Wiese &Krohn, and Soc. Vinhos Borges.
More recently, Dourocaves strategy has been changed and complemented with table wine
production. Current situation is now split nearly 50/50 PORT WINE / Table Wine between
Port Wine production and table wine production.
Annual average production is in the order of 1.500 barrels of PORT WINE plus 1.500 barrels
of table wine.
DOUROCAVES storage capacity is 2.242.500 liters which includes 180.000 liters of inox
tanks. Bottles are filled in a modern filling line both for 0,75 liters and 0,06 liters.
Dourocaves has been recognized and has received several awards in some of the most
specialized national and worldwide contests, namely the WMC, at Estoril, the IWC –
International Wine Challenge of London and the CMB – World-wide Contest of Brussels,
as well as several references and recommendations in magazines of the specialty.

DOUROCAVES GRANDE RESERVA RED 2007
Grape varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca and Tinto Cão.
Tasting notes: Wine with intense ruby color. Full of aromatic complexity
where outstands an aroma of ripe fruit, spices and balsamic.In the mouth it
is full bodied, with great structure and persistence.
Serving suggestions: The structure and complexity of this wine recommend
it as an accompaniment to succulent dishes, soft cheeses and smoked. To
served between 18 / 20 ºC.
Vinification: Selection of the best grapes, to be fermented in stainless steel
bowl with controlled temperature and pumping cycles in order to bring out
fine aromas and phenolic compounds. After fermentation, it has been aged
12 months in French oak barrels.
Alcohol: 14% vol.
Total Acidity: 6,2 g/dm3
pH: 3,58
Production: 3000 bottles

DOUROCAVES RESERVA RED 2011
GrapeVarieties: Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz e Touriga Nacional
Tasting Notes: This wine has an elegant aroma composed by notes of red
berries and wood where it has been aged. In the mouth the wine shows
some soft tannins, good structure and elegance.
Serving Suggestions: Especially recommended to accompany meat
dishes, cheeses and smoked. It is recommended to be served 16 / 18 ° C.
Vinification: Produced from TintaRoriz, Touriga Franca and Touriga
Nacional grape varieties this elegant wine has been aged in new barrels
of French and American oak for 6 months.
Type: Red
Alcohol: 13,7% vol.
Total Acidity : 5 g/dm3
pH: 3,61
Production: 10000 bottles

Notes:
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DOUROCAVES DOC RED 2013
GrapeVarieties: Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz e TintaBarroca
Tasting Notes: Wine with beautiful ruby color, fruity aromas with
emphasis on different flowersand red fruits. Very soft and full mouth.
Serving Suggestions: It is recommended to be served between 14 to 16
°C, preferably to accompany meat dishes, smoked meats and cheeses.
Vinification: Strict control of temperature and maceration in order to
obtain a smooth and fruity wine.
Type: Red
Alcohol: 13 % vol.
Total Acidity: 5,17 g/dm3
pH: 3,68
Production: 30000 bottles

DOUROCAVES DOC WHITE2015
GrapeVarieties: Viosinho, Malvasia Fina, Gouveio, Rabigatoand Moscatel
Galicianwhite.
Tasting Notes: This wine is characterized by its aromatic intensity,
smooth and nice acidity.
Serving Suggestions: especially suitable as anaperitif or seafood and
fish dishes.
Vinification: Fermented at low temperatures in stainless steel containers to ensure fruit preservation. It is recommended to be served cool.
Type: White
Alcohol: 13 % vol.
Total Acidity: 5,66 g/dm3
pH: 3,4
Production: 6000 bottles

Notes:
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CASAL DO JUSTO RED
Source: Portugal
Grape varieties : Mixture of Portuguese red grape varieties
Tasting Notes: light wine, with good fruity aroma and slight floral. Soft and
pleasant in the mouth.
Serving Suggestions: light meat dishes or oily fish.
Vinification: In stainless steel vats at controlled temperature for about 7 days.
Type: Red
Alcohol: 13 % vol.
Total Acidity: 5,17g/dm3
pH: 3,6
Production: 30000 bottles

CASAL DO JUSTO WHITE
Source: Portugal
Grape Varieties: Mixture of Portuguesewhite grape varieties
Tasting Notes: Light wine, with good fruity aroma. Soft and pleasant
comes in with good acidity in the mouth.
Serving Suggestions: Essentially to accompany fish dishes.
Vinification: In stainless steel vats at temperatures of 11 to 15°C.
Type: White
Alcohol: 12 % vol.
Total Acidity: 5,67g/dm3
pH: 3,35
Production: 15000 bottles

Notes:
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DOUROCAVES MOSCATEL DO DOURO 0,50 L 10 YEARS
Appelation: VLQPRD DOURO
Grape Variety : Moscatel Galego
Tasting Notes: Golden color with great aromatic intensity which highlights a
strong balsamic component, supported by aromas apricot and orange peel.
Serving suggestions: Serve as an aperitif should be served slightly chilled.
Preferably with the pastry or as a digestive.
Vinification: With maceration for 3-4 days in stainless steel vats with temperature control. Selected from grapes of Favaios slopes of where we choose a
small volume aged in casks in our cellars for 10 years.
Alcohol: 16,9 % vol.
Total Acidity: 4,13 g/dm3
Sugar: 163,9 g/dm3
pH: 3,4
Production: 7300 bottles

DOUROCAVES MOSCATEL DO DOURO 0,75 L
Appellation: VLQPRD DOURO
Grape Variety: Moscatel Galego
Tasting Notes: Intense color with shades of yellow. Very clean aroma with
hints of honey and orange peel. Rich in the mouth, round, feel the taste of
raisins and figs.
Serving Suggestions: Serve slightly cool as an aperitif or digestive.
Vinification: Maceration for several days in stainless steel vats with strict
temperature control.
Alcohol: 17,5 % vol.
Total Acidity: 4,72 g/dm3
Sugar: 115,6 g/dm3
pH: 3,44
Production: 10000 bottles

Notes:
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DOUROCAVES MOSCATEL DO DOURO 0,06 L
Appellation: VLQPRD DOURO
Grape Variety: Moscatel Galego
Tasting Notes: Intense color with shades of yellow. Very clean
aroma with hints of honey and orange peel. Rich in the mouth,
round, feel the taste of raisins and figs.
Serving Suggestions: Serve slightly cool as an aperitif or digestive.
Vinification: Maceration for several days in stainless steel vats with
strict temperature control.
Alcohol: 17,5 % vol.
Total Acidity: 4,72 g/dm3
Sugar: 115,6 g/dm3
pH: 3,44
Production: 5000 bottles

ENCOSTA DE JUGUEIROS
AGUARDENTE BAGACEIRA VELHA 0,70 L
Source: Portugal
Manufacture: It resulted from excellent quality pomace
distillation, and aged in barrels for several years
Serving suggestions: Mainly as a digestive.
Alcohol: 41.5% vol.
Production: 1000 bottles

Notes:
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Vale Frio - Folhadela
5000-101 Vila Real
Portugal
infoadegavilareal.com
Land line: +351 259 330 500
www.adegavilareal.com
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/adegavilareal

31. ADEGA VILA REAL
Responsibility towards the community is in the spirit of our foundation. Since 1955, the origin of our
wines is on the work of many families of this region, the main support of the living landscape of our
Douro - World Heritage Site. Owned by more than 1000 traditional grape growers with more than
1.5 million hectares of vineyards using traditional techniques, this cooperative stands for sustainable
farming - hand picked grapes, low mechanization and low crop levels. The winery has new equipments
and technologies, has an overall capacity of 12 million liters, 2 bottling lines and 1 for bag-in-box.
“Adega Vila Real” is the fastest growing wine brand from Douro.
THE WINES: Red, white and rosé Douro still wines & Port Wines.
Value for money wines - affordable wines, with an excellent price/quality ratio.
Modern image.
Consumer oriented taste.
Douro “terroir” wines with an international profile.
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ADEGA VILA REAL GRAND RESERVE RED 2014
Intense and complex aroma.Black and red fruits, rock-rose, liquorice,
spicy and floral notes, from the grape varieties, are responsible for the
soul of the wine. Notes of clove and vanilla from the long ageing in
french (75%) and american (25%) oak barrels added more complexity
to the aroma of the grapes. In the mouth you feel an unusually long
and persistent aromatic concentration, apart of the fine tannins that
bestow a great longevity to this wine. Hand picked grapes. Reception,
full destemming and immediate crushing, with the grapes being
conducted to the fermentation vats in tubes with heat exchanger.
Fermentation in stainless steel vats, with a temperature around 24ºC.
18 months maturation in french and american oak barrels.
Alcohol: 14,5%
Total Acidity: 5,0 g/dm
pH: 3,66
Wine Varieties: Tinta Roriz, Touriga Franca and Touriga Nacional.

ADEGA VILA REAL GRAND RESERVE WHITE 2014
Very complex and fresh aroma, very intense, with fruit very well
mixed with final notes of fine barrel and lees due to the long
maturation in “battonage”. It surprises in the mouth as a result of
the explosion of fragrances, and long final. Wine produced from a
very stricted choice of grapes, from very old and high landed vineyard
from selected grape growers. Hand picked grapes. Reception of the
grapes, full destemming and immediate crushing. Fermentation with
controlled temperature of about 16º, with very smooth crushing process
and pressing over an inert atmosphere. Fermentation and prolonged
maturation in french oak with "batonnage" until being bottled in June,
followed by a period of 3 months in bottle.
Alcohol: 12,5%
Total Acidity: 6,99 g/dm
pH: 2,99
Wine Varieties: Viosinho, Fernão Pires and Malvasia Fina.

Notes:
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ADEGA VILA REAL PREMIUM RED 2014
Complex and full. This wine has the soul and the character of the Douro
native grapes balanced by the ageing in French and American oak. On
the palate is intense and long, we can feel the texture of ripe blackberries,
good acidity and smooth fine tannins, making it full and elegant. Hand
picked grapes. Reception, full destemming and immediate crushing, with
the grapes being conducted to the fermentation vats in tubes with heat
exchanger. Fermentation in stainless steel vats of 18 tonnes capacity, with
a temperature around 24ºC. Part of the blend ages for a period of 12 months
in french and american oak.
Alcohol: 14%
Total Acidity: 4,9 g/dm
pH: 3,61
Wine Varieties: Tinta Roriz, Touriga Franca, Touriga Nacional.

ADEGA VILA REAL PREMIUM WHITE 2015
Intense and complex, a mineral character balanced with discreet hints of
tropical and citrus fruits. This wine has the soul and bright of the Douro
native grapes balanced by toasty notes from the ageing in French and
American oak. On the palate is full and fresh, with a long flavorsome finish.
Fermentation and prolonged maturation in french oak with "batonnage"
until bottling.
Alcohol: 13%
Total Acidity: 6,2 g/dm
pH: 3,05
Wine Varieties: Malvasia Fina, Viosinho,Gouveio.

Notes:
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ADEGA VILA REAL RESERVA RED 2013
Intense red and black fruits fragrance, spicy notes and liquorice show the
ripening stage of the main varieties planted in the higher areas of Douro
wine region, like the Tinta Roriz varietal, lighter and more aromatic, the
Touriga Franca varietal shows a lot of fruit and discrete vegetable notes
and the elegancy of the Touriga Nacional varietal. The short ageing in
french oak highlighted the fruity fragrance of this excellent example of
the Douro terroir wines, with a modern and international profile. Hand
picked grapes. Reception, full destemming and immediate crushing, with
the grapes being conducted to the fermentation vats in tubes with heat
exchanger. Fermentation in stainless steel vats of 18 tonnes capacity, with
a temperature around 24ºC. Part of the blend ages for a period of 12 months
in french oak, with a small percentage in american oak.
Alcohol: 13.5%
Total Acidity: 4,89 g/dm
pH: 3,67
Wine Varieties: Tinta Barroca, Tinta Roriz, Touriga Franca, Touriga Nacional.

ADEGA VILA REAL RESERVA WHITE 2015
Fresh and very complex aroma, varietal notes of the typical castes of the
Douro uplands in harmony with notes of toast and mature citrus fruits
typical of the long contact with the lees. In the mouth it shows freshness
and volume that go along very well, with a sweet finale. Hand picked
grapes. Reception of the grapes, full destemming and immediate
crushing. Fermentation with controlled temperature of about 16º, with
very smooth crushing process and pressing over an inert atmosphere.
Fermentation and maturation in french and american oak with
"batonnage" until bottling in April.
Alcohol: Total Acidity: pH: Wine Varieties: Viosinho, Fernão Pires, Malvasia Fina.

Notes:
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ADEGA VILA REAL SILVER LABEL RED 2014
Red fruits fragrance and spices, shows a light maceration, with the
aim to preserve the typical flavours of the varieties and making the
wine ready to drink. Very fresh and smooth in the mouth, with
balanced acidity. Hand picked grapes. Reception, full destemming
and immediate crushing, with the grapes being conducted to the
fermentation vats in tubes with heat exchanger. Fermentation in
stainless steel vats of 18 tonnes capacity, with a temperature around
24ºC. Partial maturation for a period of 4 months in american and
french oak.
Alcohol: 13%
Total Acidity: 4,9 g/dm
pH: 3,50
Wine Varieties: Tinta Barroca, Tinta Roriz, Touriga Franca, Touriga
Nacional.

ADEGA VILA REAL SILVER LABEL WHITE 2015
Fresh, floral and citrus notes on the aroma, typical from Douro high
altitude white wines. Fresh citrus notes in the mouth´s first taste,
medium finale with fresh fruit. Hand picked grapes. Reception of
the grapes, full destemming and immediate crushing. Fermentation
with controlled temperature of about 16º, with very smooth crushing
process and pressing over an inert atmosphere. Ageing for 4 months
in stainless steel vats.
Alcohol: 12,5%
Total Acidity: 5,88 g/dm
pH: 3,15
Wine Varieties: Viosinho, Fernão Pires, Malvasia Fina.

Notes:
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ADEGA VILA REAL Silver Label ROSÉ 2016
Red fruit intense fragrance. Smooth with hints of strawberry and
gooseberry with balanced sourness. Hand picked grapes. Reception
of the grapes, full destemming and immediate crushing.
Fermentation with controlled temperature of about 16º, with very
smooth crushing process and pressing over an inert atmosphere.
Ageing for 4 months in stainless steel vats.
Alcohol: 12,5%
Total Acidity: 5,44 g/dm
pH: 3,34
Wine Varieties: Tinta Roriz, Touriga Franca, Touriga Nacional.

Notes:
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Rua Rr. Pedro Serra, Lote 49
5000-668 Vila Real
Portugal
info@excellus.pt
Cell: +351 963 700 238
www.excellus.pt
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/Excellus-1094215027306823

32. EXCELLUS WINE
EXCELLUS, Unipessoal Lda., was founded in 2013 by Carlos Alonso, a competitor of elite motor sport,
in the GT category, for whom 27 years of family experience in the sector was the impetus for the
creation of EXCELLUS. It is a young company that exclusively manages the TIRONE brand from
which the "TIRONE Douro" brand appeared. Although recent, the brand already counts on the
commercialization of three wines Douro of denomination of controlled origin: White Tirone DOC,
Red Tirone DOC e Tirone Reserva DOC.
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TIRONE Douro DOC Tinto 2016
Sourced in vineyards with different sun exposures and altitudes to better
reflect the full potential and versatility of our terroir. The vinification
occurred on 12 ton stainless steel vats, under controlled temperature, all
varieties were separately vinificated at an average temperature of 28 oC. The
alcoholic fermentation lasted for 10 days, followed by 5 days of maceration.
The wines were stored in small stainless steel vats and then are aged in
stainless steel tanks to better preserve their freshness and fruit, after which
the wine was stabilized and filtered, then bottled and later staged for 3
months in the bottle. With a young ruby color, is intense on the nose, with
still very fresh and intense ripe red fruit flavours.
Alcohol: 13,4%
Total Acidity: 4.6 g/l
pH: 3.87
Wine Varieties: Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz, Touriga Nacional and Tinta Barroca.

TIRONE RESERVE RED 2013
Sourced in vineyards planted by varietal plots between 1991 and 1992,
located in the heart of Cima-Corgo, on the right bank of the Douro, with
sun exposure from the south. Vinification was carried out in stainless
steel fermentation tanks with temperature control for 10 days, which was
followed by another 5 days post-maceration period, a 12-month aging in
new casks and finally a 12 month aging in bottle; S It shows deep ruby
color with intense and complex aroma, dominated by black fruit and
ripe red fruit (blackcurrant and strawberry).
Alcohol: 13,8%
Total Acidity: 4.6 g/l
pH: 3.79
Wine Varieties: Tinta Roriz, Touriga Nacional and Touriga Franca.

TIRONE DOURO DOC WHITE 2016
Sourced in vineyards with different sun exposures and altitudes to
better reflect the full potential and versatility of our terroir. The grapes
were destemmed and gently crushed with a pneumatic press, the most
was decanted for 24 hours by cold, the alcoholic fermentation was made
on a stainless steel vat and after the wine is stabilized, aged for 3 months
in the bottle. It have a citric color with a greenish tinge and an intense
aroma of tropical fruits.
Alcohol: 12,7%
Total Acidity: 5.1 g/l
pH: 3.33
Wine Varieties: Gouveio, Viosinho, Moscatel Galego Branco.

Notes:
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Seixo de Manhoses
5360-189 Vila Flor
Portugal
geral@quintadogranjal.pt
Land line: +351 278 516 231
Cell: +351 91 0054 968
www.quintadogranjal.pt
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/QuintadoGranjal

33. Quinta do Granjal
The history of Quinta do Granjal goes back to the land of the Count of Alpendorada
and Trigo family, having been rejuvenated by the current owner Fernando Trigo.
The wine-ows in the veins of this producer who materialized a large investment
in new infrastructures and plantations, creating a wine and olive oil of exceptional
quality. Modernizing the centennial techniques of the region, there was always a
delicacy formaintaining the tradition, the authenticity and sensitivity.
The unique micro-climate and the schistose soils confer a unique and excelent
"terroir" for the production of wine and olive oil of superior quality, being vastly
rewarded. The wines derive from the best varieties from Douro Region, highlighting
the Touriga Nacional, but also Touriga Tinta Roriz and Tinta Barroca, featuring up
for quality and elegance, each of which triggers a different feel and aroma, since
the ranges of the Grand Reserve, Reserve to DOC's.
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QUINTA DO GRANJAL D.O.C WHITE
Color: Bright Citrine.
Aroma: Intense with tropical and floral traces Flavor: Good balance on
the palate. Gastronomy: Ideal to support sea food, fish, white meats,
salads and soft cheeses.
Ideal drinking temperature : 8º - 10ºC.
Winemaking: Stainless steel vats with temperature control.
Wine´s aging: None.
Alcohol: 13,5%
Total Acidity: 5,2 g/dm3
pH: 3,14
Wine Varieties: Malvasia Fina and Rabigato.

QUINTA DO GRANJAL D.O.C RED
Color: Ruby
Aroma:Ripe fruits, spices and floral traces Flavor: Good balance on
the palate. A fruity and elegant wine.
Gastronomy: meat dishes,hunting recipes, mountain cheese,
Ideal drinking temperature : 16º - 18ºC.
Winemaking: Stainless steel vats with temperature control.
Wine´s aging: 6 months in the vat, and then in the bottle.
Alcohol: 14%
Total Acidity: 4,9 g/dm3
pH: 3,72
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca and Tinta Roriz.

Notes:
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QUINTA DO GRANJAL D.O.C WHITE
Color: Red with violet tones.
Aroma: Intense red fruit.
Flavor: Full-bodied, with well balanced tannins and a long and
velvety end. Obs: Keep the bottle on its side, as much as possible in a
cool and shady place,
Ideal drinking temperature : 16º - 18º
Alcohol: 13,85%
Total Acidity: 5 g/dm3
pH: 3,68
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional and Touriga Franca.

QUINTA DO GRANJAL D.O.C RED
Color: Closed Ruby.
Aroma: Intense, with complex aromas of ripe red fruit, notes of
coconut, vanilla and chocolate Flavor: In the mouth it is smooth and
powerful, with a long and velvety finish.
Ideal drinking temperature : 16º - 18ºC.
Winemaking: Fermentation in tanks (lagar) with temperature control.
Wine´s aging:12 months in French oak barrel.
Alcohol: 14,18%
Total Acidity: 5 g/dm3
pH: 3,69
Wine Varieties: Touriga Nacional and Touriga Franca.

Notes:
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